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Storm causes damage
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HOLLY WISE/Ledger and limes
Individuals who attended the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Business CO Breakfast Thursday
morning had the opportunity to look at nine different bridge
designs prior to a presentation given on the Lake Bridges
project progress.

Public input
important for
bridge plans
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
A progress report was given
on the Lake Bridges project
Thursday morning during the
County
Murray-Calloway
Commerce's
Chamber
of
Business@Breakfast. The project will replace the two existing
bridges over Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley on Ky. 68/80.
Tim Choate from the
Department
of
Kentucky
J.B.
Transportation
and
with
Baker
Williams
Engineering presented the
update as well as future plans for
the bridge construction.
Williams explained that the
project is currently in round two
of a three-round process used to
determine the type of bridge that
will be constructed. The first
round started in April when
characteristics of bridges were
presented to the public and to
Advisory
Citizens
the
Committee (CAC). That information is what has moved the
process to the second round,
said Williams.
The bridge type selection
process was initially narrowed
down to nine bridge alternatives
and are a combination of one
girder, five cable-stayed, one
arch-shaped truss and two arch
Williams said the
bridges.
cable-stayed bridge type was
one of the more popular. At
another public forum last night,
the options were to be narrowed
again to three.
The three will be presented to
the public at another forum in
early 2008.
The size of the new bridges is
what drivers will find most comforting. There will be four 12foot wide lanes, two I2-foot outside shoulders, two six-foot
inside shoulders, a median sepa-
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rating the lanes of traffic and a
12-foot pedestrian walkway on
the south side, which will be the
entire length (one mile) of the
bridge. The bridges will be over
100-feet wide.
Currently, the bridges have
two 10-foot lanes with no shoulders.
"From 20 feet to 100 feet, the
bridge will be a little bit wider
and a little bit safer," said
Williams. "There's some for
giveness there. You don't have
to worry about the mirrors of a
truck coming at you."
The new bridges will also be
a lot higher and have a longer
span than the current bridges.
There are now 60-foot high arch
trusses, Williams said, but the
new construction will have 120to 200-foot high arch trusses
depending on the structure built.
"It's significantly higher,"
said Williams, "and will make
much more of a visual impact on
the landscape."
Construction of the new
bridges will take place about
5,200 feet north from the current
structures and will run parallel
with the old bridges, said
Williams.
Williams said the public's
response to the project has been
very overwhelming. "I have
been involved with one of the
bridges on a Louisville project
and if we had 100 people come
out for a public meeting, we felt
like we were doing good," he
said.
During a July 19 public meeting, there were 308 Kentuckians
who attended and shared their
opinion on the bridge project.
"Certainly around here this is
important," said Williams. "The
people coming out and support-
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Although north Calloway
County dodged a possible tornado with relatively little or no
damage, southeast Calloway
wasn't as lucky. High winds
downed trees and power lines
and sent one tree crashing into a
home near New Concord during
storms that swept through the
area last night.
Calloway County Emergency
Management Director Bill Call
said this morning that the
National
Weather Service
reported two tornado cells in the
county Thursday evening.
However the north Calloway
alert were quickly dropped after
the storm moved into southern
Marshall County near Hardin
and Aurora.
But he said another storm
cell struck north of New
Concord and east of Speaker
Trail that brought down trees
and blocked roadways.
"I'm aware that we didn't
have any damage in the city, but
in the county we had some light
damage or we believe it to be
light," Call said. "The damage
was mostly east of Speaker Trail
and the Jennings Trail area. We
had numerous reports of
downed trees and downed
power lines."
He said the worst damage
was on Sand Drive where a tree
fell on a home. No injuries were
reported.
A tornado was reported on
the ground in western Graves
County shortly before a warning
was issued for north Calloway.
There was little or no damage
repotted.
Call said Calloway's second
tornado warning was issued
shortly after the first was canceled.
"The National Weather
Service called that one and
that's why we started the sirens
in Murray. We sounded the
alarm in Hazel first and then in
Murray to make sure anyone

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
A line of thunderstorms passed through Calloway County Thursday evening downing trees and
knocking out power to numerous residents. High winds scattered debris across yards and
roads. Officials reported no life-threatening injuries as a result of the storms. Pictured above,
this uprooted tree was one of many in the southeastem portion of the county.
that was outside went inside," age.
Marina where he was met by
Call said.
Chief Ronnie Burkeen of the Marshall County authorities and
The
National
Weather Calloway County DES Rescue emergency medical services
Service in Paducah reported the Squad said this morning that personnel.
rotation over Calloway County. squad members were busy most
"That was up closer to
"We couldn't see it because it of the afternoon and evening Marshall County than Calloway
was night. It's very difficult dealing with the storm and a so they took him there,"
spotting in the dark, but that was lake-related emergency.
Burkeen said.
the storm cell that produced all
"We were called out to assist
Call said DES and Canova/
the damage and it did drop some with rescuing a man that had a County Fire-Rescue personnel
hail in Murray," Call explained. fallen out of his boat down in were to be commended for their
Joan isbel/e, a homeowner in the Blood River area and we had fast action in clearing storm
the Franklin Drive area, said this no sooner got back that the damage and minimizing the dismorning that high winds storms alerts started," Burkeen ruption in the area.
downed a large oak tree on her said. "Seventeen of us were out
"Those fellows were out
till about midnight or 12:15 there working real hard until
property.
"This was just a huge tree (a.m.) or so helping to clear midnight cutting up trees and
and it barely missed falling on trees off the roadways around clearing roadways," Call said.
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry
our pontoon boat," she said, not- New Concord."
The unidentified man that
ing that she felt lucky that no
one was injured or that the tree had fallen into the lake was
did not cause any property dam- transported by water to Kenlake III See Page 2A

Bin WE CALL IT 'MAZE'

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
Students from Murray Elementary School participated in the annual Murray State University Fall on the Farm festivities this
week, which conclude Saturday at Pullen Farm. Among the activities were a corn maze, pumpkin painting, a giant slide, a petting zoo and more. Pictured above, students enjoy a trip through the giant corn maze. They are, from left: Sam Lewis; Eve
Levitz; Ethan Hall; Uvi Rogers; QuWong Strickland; Joey Dattilo; and Aiden Yarbrough. Adults are Polly Lavitz, a parent, and
Tony Irby, a student teacher. The students are in Courtney Vanover's P4 class.
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Murray Police Department
- A hot and run was reported last Thursday at 8 07 a.m. at the
intersection of 16th Street and Ky 121 North
- A gas drive-off was reported at Kroger Fuel at 3:55 p.m.
- A bum ban violation was in progress at 1406 N. Fourth St. at
4:59 P.m
- A report of theft was taken at the Murray Police Department last
Friday at 10:19 a m
- An accident with injuries was reported at Fourth and Olive
Streets at 1 13 pm
- An accident with injuries was reported at the intersection of
US. 641 North and Ky 464
- A forged check was reported to the Murray Police Department
Saturday at 12 15 pm
• A hit and run was reported at Calloway Gardens at 12 29 p m
- A theft at August Moon was reported at 4.58 p.m.
- Criminal mischief was reported at 517 Broad St at 8.59 p.m.
Timothy Wnght, 43, of Murray, was arrested at the Huddle
House Sunday at 3:16 a.m and charged with a first degree DUI,
possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia, failure to signal and no insurance
The Murray Police Department was notified of an individual
huffing canned air at Wal-Mart at 2:44 p.m.
- A then was reported at 1708 Chris Dr. at 3:05 p.m.
- A burglary was reported at 1713 D Brooklyn at 3:44 p.m.
- Charles Johnson, 35. of Murray was arrested at 9:15 p.m and
charged with shoplifting and second degree evading police.
- Criminal mischief was reported at Forrest View Apartments
Monday at 9 54 am
- A theft was reported to the MPD at 11 46 a.m.
- A theft was reported to the MPD Mat 12.08 p.m.
- A gas drive-off was reported at Murphy Oil at 1230 p.m.
- Vandalism was reported at 101 N. 13th St. at 3.26 p.m.
- Douglas Price, 29. was arrested and charged with possession
of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
A theft from a vehicle was reported at 1629 Miller St. Tuesday
at 841 a.m.
- A theft from a vehicle was reported at 289 Bailey Rd. at 9:20
am
- A gas drive-off was reported at the Convienence Mart on 13th
and Main Streets at 12.09 p.m
A theft of money was reported from 1730 Campbell St. at 3.55
p.m.
- A theft was reported to the MPD Wednesday at 12:29 p.m.
- A hit-and-run was reported at Taco Johns at 1:12 p.m.
- A theft was reported at 2008 Brookhaven at 4:36 p.m
- A theft was reported at 12.29 p.m.
- Criminal mischief was reported to MPD at 8 44 a.m. Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports,
citations and logs from various agencies

Former
MPD det.,
son are
sentenced

Staff Report
PADUCAH. Ky. — A former
Murray Police Department
detective and his son were both
sentenced to more than two
years in federal prison on
Thursday after pleading guilty
to gun and drug charges.
Garnett Dean Alexander, 58,
and Wesley Alexander, 24, both
of Murray, were sentenced to
two years and six months by
U.S. District Court judge
Thomas Russell.
Dean Alexander, a former
detective with MPD who retired
in 1997 after 20 years. pleaded
guilty to possession with intent
to distribute powder cocaine
and possession of four firearms
while being an unlawful user
and addicted to cocaine, the
Justice
of
Department
announced. Police seized 64
grams of powder cocaine with a
street value of approximately
$6.4(X) and four firearms —
including an Uzi and a Smith &
Wesson .357 — dunng a search
of his residence in April 2006.
Wesley Alexander pleaded
guilty of possession with intent
ecstasy,
distribute
to
powder
and
hydrocodone
cocaine and possession of a
firearm while being an unlawful
user and addicted to cocaine,
marijuana and hydrocodone, the
Justice department's release
stated.
Police found I 1 1 grams of
powder cocaine. 764 Lortabs
and
today
flush
hydrants
will
District
2
Water
Murray No.
and 38 tablets of ecstasy during
Saturday. Customers are asked not to wash clothes until the water a search of his vehicle in April
runs clear.
2006.
The street value of the drugs
South 641 Water District will he flushing the fire hydrants on
was nearly $50,000.
Sunday from 8 a.m.-2 p.m. Water may be discolored during this
time so customers arc asked not to wash latiodrs bciweeii he hours
The Associated Press conof 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Sunday.
tributed to this report.
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works on a line near Cedarling
A crew with Osborne POweriine Construction, Inc., of Mayfield,
Hills this morning.

IN Storm damage ...
From Front
said 34 CCFR personnel were
out until midnight. They also
dealt with a house fire, however
that occurred before the storms
hit.
Murray Electric System offi-

cials could not be contacted this
morning concerning any power
outages or utility storm damage
within city limits; however
Johnny Jackson, operations
manager for West Kentucky
Rural Electric, said downed
power lines and electrical power

outages were reported in New
Concord as well as Hardin in
Marshall County.
Jackson said work crews wer
busy this morning in the New
Concord area this morning conducting repairs affecting about
150 customers.

Reco

Flush Hydrant Notices

The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
participate in our annual Christmas Paraik on Saturday,
December 1st. Community participation and support is what
makes this such a unique arid wonderful event. Please decorate
your float or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
at Calloway
CELEBRITY VISIT: Woody, the famous Kentucky wiener dog, visited students
Florence
County's Southwest Elementary School Thursday. Kentucky author Leigh Anne
that
(center) visited with students throughout the day and conducted a school-wide assembly
afternoon. Woody, and his sister Chloe, are currently featured in a brand new series of newspaper articles titled "Mr. Dogwood Goes to Washington." When visiting schools, Florence talks
to students about "Woody's Five Ways to Be Successful" and "Woody's Five Ways to Improve
Wnting." Pictured above, students in Yvonna Hooper's fourth grade class pet Woody while

RI
RI

Florence talks to the class.

School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and music
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes
will be awarded to the first three places in three separate divisions —
Church/Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and
Commercial Division.
The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent
way to have some Christmasfun and maybe raise some money at
the same time. First place prize re each division will receive $150.
The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants
should report for line-up at 9:00 a.m. The primary unit feeder
route onto Main Street is 10th Street. However, your group will
be contacted on November Nth with a unit number and
line-up instructions.
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Kentucky House delegation split
on veto override
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's four Republican congressmen sided with President Bush on Thursday in backing his veto
of a bill aimed at expanding a government health insurance program
for children.
The state's two Democratic congressmen voted to override
Bush's veto. They were in the majority, but the 273-156 vote in the
U.S. House was 13 short of the two-thirds majority needed to brush
aside the veto.
Rep. Ed Whitfield, a Republican from the 1st District covering
much of western Kentucky, derided the measure as a "backdoor
expansion to a government-funded health-care system."
"We must start over and pass responsible legislation to ensure all
children have access to health care — without providing benefits to
illegal immigrants and adults who can afford their own health-care
plans," Whitfield said in a statement.
Rep. Ben Chandler, a Democrat from the 6th District in central
Kentucky, said Bush's veto was "a disservice to children and to families across Kentucky."
"No industrialized nation but our own allows such a significant
number of low-income children to go without health coverage,"
Chandler said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Several people suffered minor
injuries when a line of thunderstorms rumbled through western
Kentucky downing trees and
power lines and smashing
mobile homes.
At least 11 people in
Owensboro were treated and
released after suffering injuries
in the storm, Owensboro Police
spokeswoman Marian Cosgrove
said.
Streets remained closed in an
eight block area Friday morning
due to downed power lines and

Judge allows ethics panel to consider
anonymous complaint on AG
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A state ethics panel may consider
anonymous information it received about how the attorney general's
office handled a probe into the hiring practices of Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's administration, a judge ruled Thursday.
Attorney General Greg Stumbo's office had asked Franklin
County Circuit Judge Thomas Wingate to stop the panel from investigating an anonymous, unsigned complaint about the hiring probe.
Stumbo's office claimed the Executive Branch Ethics
Commission improperly identified Stumbo and other aides mentioned in the material and sought to block the panel from considering it.
But Wingate ruled Thursday that the panel should not be hindered from reviewing anonymous information it receives.
"Prohibiting the conunission from meeting on the informal complaint will not remedy the damage," Wingate wrote.
Stumbo's office investigated Fletcher's administration on claims
that political supporters were improperly given protected state jobs.
Fletcher was indicted on three misdemeanors that were eventually
dropped in a deal with prosecutors.

Record number of voters registered
in Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — More Kentuckians are registered to
vote than ever before heading into the Nov.6 election, records from
the State Board of Elections show.
The total number of voters now stands at 2,840,898, up from the
previous record of 2,795,013 set prior to last spring's primary election, the records show.
"These healthy registration figures are hopefully an indication of
a potentially strong turnout on Election Day," said Secretary of State
Trey Grayson, chairman of the State Board of Elections.
Kentuckians will choose a governor and lieutenant governor,
attorney general, treasurer, secretary of state, auditor and agriculture
commissioner in next month's voting.
The nurn.of registered Democrats now stands at 1,616,586, up
25,495 site-the primary election. An additicLd 15,001 people registeedialitS Bdiptiblicans, bringing the GOP's state total to 1,037,861.
The 'ttetirds show that 53 percent of the state's registered voters
are women and 47 percent men.
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Damage is scattered in western Ky.
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Leaf pickup schedule
announced
The annual fall leaf
pickup for Murray will run
from Nov. 5-Dec. 21. The
first area to be picked up
will be the south side of
Main Street to the south
city limits, working east to
west.
The second area will be
north of Main to the north
city limits, working west
to east.
The entire city will be
covered twice to insure all
leaves are picked up,
according to a release
from the city. Residents
are asked not to rake
leaves into the street,
Street gutters or over water
meters. Leaves should be
raked two to three feet
from the street curb but
not over sidewalks.
Bagged leaves should
be dropped off on Andrus
Drive at a designated area.
(There will be signs on
North Fourth Street showing where to turn). Bagged
leaves may be dropped off
at the area beginning today
(Friday) and will be
accepted through Dec. 21.
No brush or tree trimmings will be picked up by
the leaf crew this fall. For
an estimate on brush pickup, call 762-038=a/n
be divQ•sed o
7
Murray-Callowayrinetit
Transfer Station.

AP
Larry, left, and Jennifer Rodd of Cathage, Tenn., embrace outside of the Budget Inn motel on •
Fourth Street in Owensboro, Ky. shortly after damaging winds took the roof off of the building:
on Thursday.
trees, Cosgrove said.
A hotel evacuated after
receiving extensive damage in
the storms Thursday night was
still uninhabitable, she said.
Despite reports of tornadoes
in western Kentucky, the
National Weather Service would

From Front
ing are interested and that makes
us feel good. We appreciate the
input; it's been very useful to
A bridge type selection committee will meet in February
2008. These final three bridges
will be presented to the CAC
and the public in March 2008.
Williams said that even
though one bridge may be the
most popular, that doesn't mean
it will be the exact one constructed. He said that perhaps,
depending on factors such as
cost, maintenance considerations and constructability, elements from three or more
bridges mak bg combined.
"vie ahrez disci:saga that
Lake Barkley has pretty decent
rock maybe 40 feet ender the

GREAT FOR
HOMEOWNERS
BG 55 Handheld Blower

$13995

"We had a couple of reports
of tornadoes from trained spotters," said meteorologist Angie
Lese in Louisville.

bridge structure, the cost of the
bridges is believed to be approximately $300 to $350 million for
both bridges. He said a more
definite amount will be known.
as the project moves forward.
Choate said the bridges will'
take three to four years to complete.
—This is an exciting time and
an exciting project," said
Chamber Executive Director
Tab Brockman. "It's not often
you get to design one bridge"
much less two that will hopefully be here long after all of us ire this room are gone."
For more information and
updates on the project, visit
William
1akebridges.com.
encouraged individuals uriablei
question, Williams said the

lake bed. Here at Kentucky
Lake they've drilled down as far
as 240 feet and not found a
rock," said Williams. "They
may look the same above the
water but below the water
they're totally different and we
have to design to accommodate
what they're sitting on."
The final bridge design will
take place in mid-2008. It will
take nearly two years to draw up
the bridges' blueprints, said
Williams. Construction is tentatively scheduled to begin in
2010.
"It's in the foreseeable future,
which I'm sure you're happy to
hear," said Williams.
In answer to an audience

bridges should last 75 to 100
years if they're properly main-
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Four people were hurt when
the mobile home they were in
suffered extensive damage in .
the West Louisville communitynear Owensboro, said Capt. Jeff• Jones with the Daviess County.'
Sheriff's Office.
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not confirm any twisters until
teams of meteorologists investigated.

•Bridge plans ...
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. h does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
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scene on campus
You've just sent your teenager off to college and
after rounds of lectures feel you've adequately
warned her about underage drinking, dorm fires,
schedule overload and spiked drinks.
But she's not really prepared unless you've
warned her about credit card debt.
From the moment college students get their first
campus "welcome" package, they are deluged with
offers to sign up for credit cards — with free
food or even plane fares to lure them, and credit
lines running to $10,000.
With little cash and lots of social opportunities,
students often find themselves flashing plastic for
pizza, movies and drinks to the tune of hundreds
of dollars. They're vulnerable and often financially
naive — but their colleges aren't. Unbeknownst to
most families, many colleges are complicit in the
growing credit card fiasco, offering up their own
students as easy targets for credit card marketers
This past week, a consumer watchdog group
launched a campaign to curb aggressive credit
card marketing on campus arid to alert students
and their parents to the long-term financial implications of their sloppy use.
Chief among the dubious practices cited by the
Public Interest Research Group and several college
organizations were the million-dollar deals colleges
accept from credit card companies to market to
their students. Not only do colleges allow the
companies to set up booths at football games and
freshman orientation, they hand over names,
phone numbers and e-mails so students can be
courted all year.
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Religious conservatives and cultural conservatives
caught in tug of war between pragmatism, ideology

WASHINGTON (API —
Religious and cultural conservatives, a political force
skeptical of the leading
Republican presidential candidates, are caught in a tug of
war between pragmatism and
Besides hefty sums for allowing credit card mar- ideology.
keters on campus, some schools get bonuses for
"My head and my heart
each student who signs up for a card.
are fighting with each other,"
said Phil Burress. an Ohioan
By the end of freshman year, 42 percent of stuwho has lobbied hard for
dents carry plastic. That rises to 91 percent by
federal and state bans on
senior year.
gay marriage.
There are plenty of advantages to college stuThe vexing choices facing
dents having credit cards — an easy way to grab
these voters:
low plane fares home or pay for essentials in a
—Rudy Giuliani, a thricepinch. But a fourth of undergraduate card-holders
married New Yorker who
have charged tuition, usually at a much higher
differs with them on abortion, gays and guns but who
rate than educational loans. And with an all-toopolls show offers a strong
easy way to order in pizza or buy a round of
chance to beat a Democrat
beers, the average undergraduate racks up $2,850
next fall.
in credit card debt by senior year.
—Mitt
The new campaign wants colleges to turn down mon from Romney, a MorMassachusetts who
deals with credit card companies, ban credit card
didn't entirely share their
advertising on campus and stop sharing student
views in the past but who
Information. It also calls for more financial educainsists he now does.
tion on campus.
—Fred Thompson, a Tennessean who hasn't been a
Those are solid steps, as is looming Senate legvocal champion of their core
islation to limit credit lines for students.
issues but who had a rightMeanwhile, it's still up to Mom and Dad to
leaning Senate voting record.
add "smart use of credit cards" to the college
—John McCain, an Arizona senator who has a clear
— Kentucky Enquirer socially conservative resume
Fort Mitchell, Ky. but who dismissed their leaders -agents of intolerance" in
2000.
Mike Huckabee, a
Southern Baptist minister and
true believer who has an
extraordinary hill to climb
tor the nomination
1001 Whim'.11 Ave.• Murray, K1 42071-1040
For now, social-issue conPhone(270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
sersatises are scattered across
the field of candidates.
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chosen a candidate. "If we
vote on pure principle, we
forfeit the opportunity to
influence policy through politics. If we vote on pyre
Ws a splintering that is.
that they are a force in
pragmatism, then we sell our
perhaps, more severe than in
numbers.
souls to the man."
previous presidential elections
A recent Pew Research
Some are trying to see a
and that raises questions
Center survey found that 43
silver lining in the lack of a
about the power of a longpercent of Republicans say
favored candidate.
influential part of the GOP
social issues will be very
"It's important to have
base. The restiveness has
important in deciding how to
prompted talk of a possible
vote in 2008, and another 31 our people in as many different campaigns as possible
third-party bid, a certain
percent call issues like aborso our issues aren't lost,"
political death knell for the
tion and marriage somewhat
said Kelly Shackelford, presiGOP nominee.
important.
dent of the Free Market
Reflecting the quandary
Associated Press-Ipsos
Foundation in Texas who
these voters face, Focus on
polls show that nearly twoisn't backing any one person
the Family's James Dobson
thirds of Republicans considyet.
has rejected Giuliani and has er themselves conservative,
As the summit opens,
panned both McCain and
with Thompson and Giuliani
attendees will watch for the
Thompson. Romney is the
getting about equal support
fallout from several recent
only leading candidate Dobfrom that group while
developments:
son hasn't denounced — but
McCain and Romney trail.
—Influential social conserhe hasn't publicly backed
Roughly one in five convative leaders met privately
Romney either.
servatives, churchgoers and
in Salt Lake City to weigh
—There's no one RepubliChristian evangelicals are
their options if Giuliani wins
can presidential candidate
undecided.
the nomination. They overthat inspires them, and the
Thompson has a slight
whelmingly approved a resomovement leaders can find
edge over Giuliani among
lution
pledging to support a
fault in one way or another
the half of all Republicans
minor-party candidate if the
with all the candidates," said
who attend weekly religious
Democratic and Republican
John Green, a senior fellow
services as well as among
nominees back abortion
at the Pew Forum on Relithose who call themselves
rights, and discussed possibly
gion and Public Life. "It's
born-again Christians.
creating a third party. The
hard to tell if it means that
McCain and Romney lag in
group meets again Saturday
their influence is waning.
both categories.
But they're likely to have
The White House hopefuls in Washington.
--Giuliani, the former
more influence if they stay
will make their pitches this
New York mayor who backs
united. The longer they stay
weekend to a few thousand
abortion and gay rights, won
behind several candidates, the "values voters" gathering in
the support of two anti-aborless influence they'll have."
Washington for a summit
tion Republicans, including
While the ultimate impact
sponsored by the Family
Texas Gov. Rick Perry. Romof these religious and culturResearch Council. a conserney, who once backed aboral conservatives on the GOP
vative advocacy group.
tion rights but has reversed
nomination race is anyone's
Uncertainty about a conguess, there's no question
sensus candidate — and anx- himself, earned the endorsement of Bob Jones Ill, the
iety over the possibility of
chancellor of a Christian funnominating Giuliani --damentalist school in South
serves as a backdrop.
Carolina.
"Our heads are telling us
—Thompson entered the
that we've got to settle for
race late and, thus far, has
someone that can win even
if he's not the closest to our failed to emerge as the conservative white knight his
values. I've decided that I
backers had promised. He
can't do that. I've got to go
with my heart," said Burress, posted an advertisement on
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
who says he's leaning toward conservative Web sites this
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
Washington, D.C. 20510
week criticizing Romney and
Huckabee
but has not comwww house.gov/whithek1
1-202-225-3115
Giuliani on values issues.
mitted.
"Fred Thompson. The REAL
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
Some fear that if they
Conservative," it declares.
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
stay divided as a group.
—Sen. Sam Brownback of
www pm bunning@bunning.senate.gov
their
power
will be diluted
1-202-224-4343
Kansas, a darling of the reliand they will, in effect, be
gious right, decided to drop
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
handing the nomination to
361AFtussell Senate Office Building Washington. DC. 20510
out of the race after his
the antithesis of what they
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
campaign failed to catch on.
believe — Giuliani.
That leaves his supporters
"We have to reconcile the
State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
searching
for a candidate,
tension
between
Room 329.J, Capitol Annex
pure princiFrankfort, Ky. 40601
and at least two competitors
ple and pure pragmatism,"
e- mail mehnn henley Ire ky.gov
1-800-372-7181
— Huckabee and McCain -said John Stemberger. an
State SOIL Ken Winters(R-Murray)
hoping for Brownback's
Orlando lawyer and a leadLegislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky, 40601
endorsement.
ing social conservative in
1-800-372-7181
Florida who says he has not
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Obituaries
Bobby Mann Morgan
Bobby Glenn Mtn gan, 75, Murray, died Thursday, Oct. 18, 2007,
'at 1:15 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
An engineer for AT&T and Western Electric. he was a member
of Free and Accepted Masons and of the Shriners.
• Born Jan. 4, 1931, he WILS the son of the late Harvey and Birdie
:!Morgan.Survivors include one daughter, Melisa Fearn, Murray.
:Ames-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no
...services are scheduled.

Jimmy D. Pritchett
• Jimmy D. Pritchett, 64, Wadesboro Road, Dexter, died Thursday,
Oct. Di, 2007, at 10:40 a.m, at his home. J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

:Helen Garner
t: Hafton Garner, 93, Purdom Road, Murray, died Thursday, Oct.
08, 2007, at 5:33 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H.
"%Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Thomas Bell
. A graveside service for Thomas Bell will be Saturday at 10:30
t:a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Jeff Bell and Bro. Sammy
unningham will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
e
t;
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Bell, 96, South Ninth Street, Murray, died
Wednesday. Oct. 17, 2007, at 2:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
-' A retired rural letter carrier for the United States Postal Service
;in Murray, he was also owner and operator of Bell's Grocery in
"Murray. He was a Navy veteran of World War II, a member of
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons and attended
Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
Born July 13, 1911, in Wealdey County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Thomas Bell Sr. and Cora J. Garrison Bell.
.7 Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mildred M. Bell, to whom he
e.was married Oct. 29, 1932, in Metropolis, Ill., and would have celebrated their 75th wedding anniversary on that date this year; four
nephews, Charles Bell, Somerset, Don Bell, Louisville, Gary Bell,
Orange County, Calif., and Jerry Lavender, Benton.

Eveard Raymond Bynum
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The funeral for Eveard Raymond Bynum will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Jason Jones
and Rev. Richard Burkeen will officiate.
Sons, grandsons and grandsons-in-law will
serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in the
Bethel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
8 p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Bethel United Methodist Church, 808 Broad St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Bynum, 67, Bethel Road, Murray, died
Wednesday, Oct. 17, 2007, at 8:55 a.m. at MurrayBynum
Calloway County Hospital.
A retired carpenter, he was a member of Bethel
United Methodist Church. Preceding him in death were his father,
Roy Bynum, one grandchild, Jared Bynum, and three great-grandchildren.
Survivors include 14,yfile, Mrs; Kathryn Bynum, to whom he
was tuarried Sept. 18,1957, in Almo; four daughters, Mrs. Debbie
Thomas and husband, Dean. Bardwel1, and Mrs. Teresa Bast and
husband, Ronnie, Patty Dedmon and special friend, Keith Westfall,
and Mrs. Kathy Coles and husband, Tim, all of Murray; two sons,
James Bynum, Murray, and Scott Bynum and wife, Brenda, Fort
Greely, Alaska; his mother, Mrs. Mary Grace Lee Bynum, Murray;
two brothers, James (Happy) Bynum and wife, Sandra, Almo, and
Harold Bynum and wife, Mary, Murray; 16 grandchildren, Carrie
Gupton, Heather Bailey, Whitni Bast, Marty Dedmon, Brandi
Dedmon, Misty Carson, Maegan Coles, David Rushing, Duane
Rushing, Crystal McCuiston, Jimmy Bynum, Justin Bynum,
Andrew Bynum, Chelsie Holcomb, Koty Bynum and Jake Bynum;
II great-grandchildren.

Charles H. Broach Jr.
The funeral for Charles H. Broach Jr. will be today (Friday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Eric Kelleher will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Broach Jr., 82, Murray, died Tuesday. Oct. 16,
2007, at 11:20 p.m. at Kindred Hospital, Louisville.
An Army veteran of World War II, he worked as
a pipe fitter for B.F. Goodrich and was a member of
Calvert City Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Betty Jane Adams
Broach, his second wife, Jacqulin Sue Parker Broach, and one son,
Charles Michael Broach. Born June 19, 1925, he was the son of the
late Charles Broach and Freda Abels Broach.
Survivors include three sons, Thomas Clinton Broach,
California. Kenneth Edward Broach, Tennessee, and Garry Wayne
Broach, Murray; four daughters, Nancy Lynn Bogard, Murray,
Kathryn E. Keeling, Hickory, Barbara Henson, Aurora, and Debra
Sue Reynolds; several grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

Jerry K. Sins
The funeral for Jerry K. Sirls was today (Friday) at 11 a.m, in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Rev. George Culp Jr. officiated. Burial was in the Union Ridge Cemetery, Benton..
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Union Ridge Baptist
Church Building Fund.
Mr. Sirls, 65. Union Ridge Road, Benton, died Tuesday. Oct. 16,
2007, at 1:57 p.m. at his home.
A retired machinist from Elf Atochem, Calvert City, he was fire
chief at Aurora Ross Fire Department. He was a member of Union
Ridge Baptist Church, Aurora, and of Alford Lodge of Free and
Accepted Masons.
__Preceding him in death were his parents, Doyle Sirls and Reva
Nell Scott Sirls, and one brother, Donnie Sirls.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Brenda Mays Sirls; two sons,
Ricky Sirls, Benton, and Bryan Sirls, New Albany, Ind.; one daughter. Karan Sins, and one grandchild, Chandler Lane Sirls, both of
Benton.
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Mrs. Louise Hargis
The funeral for Mrs. Louise Hargis was today (Fnday)at II a.m.
at Rose Lawn Mausoleum Chapel. Pans, Tenn., with Jerry Lee officiating. Entombment was in the mausoleum with Ridgeway Funeral
Horne of Paris in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Hargis, Murray. died Wednesday. Oct. 17, 2007, at Spring
Creek Health Care, Murray. Preceding her in death were her husband, Robert G. Hargis, and two brothers, Charles T. James and
William M. James. Born in Crossland in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Gaylon James and Audie Milstead James.
She was a retired school teacher. Survivors include one son. Jerry
Jones and wife. Linda; three grandchildren, Pamela Phillips and
husband, Shawn, Jeffrey Jones and Phillip Jones. nine great-grandchildren.

Donald Ray Castlebeny
The funeral for Donald Ray Castleberry will be today (Friday) at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Burial will
follow in the Fooks Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
building fund of Pathway Baptist Church, P.O. Box
711, Calvert City, KY 42029.
Mn. Castleberry, 70, Calvert City, died
Wednesday. Oct. 17, 2007, at Vanderbilt University Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
He served two years in the United States Army beginning in
1961 and was a member of Pathway Baptist Church. A graduate of
Benton High School, he was employed by Air Products, Inc., retiring in 2002 after 35 years of service. Born Oct. I, 1937, he was the
son of the late Ira Curtis and Lucretia Thompson Castleberry. Two
brothers and one sister also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Carolyn Pettit Castleberry. to
whom he was married Aug. 3, 1963; three children, Kelly C.
Garrett, Keith Castleberry and Matt Castleberry, and two granddaughters, Molly and Milan Garrett. all of Louisville; four brothers,
John Edd Castleberry, Clifton Castleberry and Kenny Castleberry,
all of Benton, and J.B. Castleberry, Kirksey; two sisters, Mrs.
Josephine Myers, Warren, Mich., and Anna Castleberry, Benton;
special friends, Bill and Faye Pettit Inglish and Mary Beard, all of
Benton, and Weldon and Delores Solomon, Calvert City.

William H. Yates
A memorial service for William H. Yates will be held Saturday at
the Yates' residence in Placitas, N.M. Daniels Family Funeral
Services, Rio Rancho, N.M., was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Yates, 85, Placitas, N.M., died Monday, Oct.
8, 2007.
An Army veteran of World War 11, he served in
the European Theater and participated in the
Normandy invasion. He received an American
Theater Ribbon, EAME Theater Ribbon with five
Bronze Stars, the Bronze 5 Star Medal, Good Conduct Medal and a
Victory Medal WW 11.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Wanda Yates, and one son,
John Yates. He was born in Wingo, Ky., but had been a New Mexico
resident for many years.
Survivors include one son, Dr. Terry L. Yates and wife. Nancy,
and grandchildren, Brian C. Yates, Michael R. Yates and wife,
Laura, Kevin Fen-era, Michelle Romero and husband, Ray, and
Lotus Catlin and husband, Ken, and 10 great-grandchildren, all of
New Mexico; one brother, Ed Yates and wife, Kitty, Murray, Ky.,
two sisters, Mrs. Jean Greer, South Fulton, Tenn.. and Mrs. Bettye
Stone, Arkansas; daughter-in-law, Sara Yates.

Comedian Joey
Bishop dead at 89
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Joey Bishop, the stone-faced
comedian who found success in
nightclubs, television and
movies but became most
famous as a member of Frank
Sinatra's Rat Pack, has 'died at
89.
He was the group's last surviving member. Peter Lawford
died in 1984, Sammy Davis Jr.
in 1990, Dean Martin in 1995,
and Sinatra in 1998.
Bishop died Wednesday
night of multiple causes at his
home in Newport Beach, publicist and longtime friend Warren
Cowan said Thursday.
The Rat Pack became a show
business sensation in the early
1960s, appearing at the Sands
Hotel in Las Vegas in shows that

combined music and comedy in
a seemingly chaotic manner.
Reviewers often claimed that
Bishop played a minor role, but
Sinatra knew otherwise. He
termed the comedian "the Hub
of the Big Wheel," with BiShdp
corning up with some of the best
one-liners and beginning many
jokes with his favorite phrase,
"Son of a gun!"
"He was the perfect match
for the Rat Pack. He fit right in
like an old shoe," Hollywood's
honorary mayor, Johnny Grant,
said Thursday.
The quintet lived it up whenever members were free of their
own
commitments. They
appeared together in such films
as "Ocean's Eleven" and
"Sergeants 3."

-;,\ Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
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1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
I Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery (and its even done n ncuse)
5. Interior design services designed to fit your budget omasoe Inv
From a!esign to fabrication to professional installation, your work is done
in house by our friendly staff
Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for yourself?
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STOCK MARKET REPORT

Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. _13729.0 - 160.0
............911.211 - 0.05
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AT&T,Inc
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Ford Motor
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General Electric
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Goodrich
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Goodyear
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IBM
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21.20.0.24
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Autistic hiker, 18,found
alive in W. Virginia woods
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. body language he was hungry."
(AP)— A missing autistic hiker
After it quick meal of candy
found underneath an umbrella bars and peanut butter sandof dense brush in the wilderness wiches, Allen tried to walk with
was doing well at a hospital this rescuers but tired quickly.
morning, his family said, asking Reneau, Wise and others carried
for food and smiling at relatives him on a litter to a tratlhead
who came to visit him.
where 50 people, including his
Jacob Allen, 18, was discov- parents, awaited.
ered Thursday sleeping under a
-There were tears. There was
thicket of laurel in the Dolly clapping. I was crying. Other
Sods Wilderness Area, part of people were crying," said
the Monongahela National Tiffany Curran, a volunteer fireForest. He had survived four fighter.
cold days and four nearly freezAllen was in good condition
ing nights.
at Davis Memorial Hospital in
His mother, Karen Allen, Elkins, where officials said he
spent the night in the hospital, remained under observation. His
keeping watch over her son.
parents, 14-year-old brother,
"He was alert, asking for Micah, and 22-year-old sister,
food and wanted to get out of Brittany, were with him.
bed and walk around," she told
"We are just relieved and just
NBC's 'Today" this morning.
so happy, happier than in the
It was the wilderness —
past couple days, that's for
cascade of mountain laurel and sure," Micah Allen said Friday
rhododendron flowing over morning.
loose rock and steep cliffs —
He said that even though his
that posed the greatest danger to brother is nonverbal,"he's obviAllen while he was lost. But in ously 10 times happier. You can
the end, it was the one thing that tell he's happy to be with us,
kept him safe.
he's smiling when we walk into
Though Alien was less than a the room."
mile from the spot where
Micah Allen said he expected
searchers had found his hat his brother to be released from
Monday,the brush kept his loca- the hospital Friday.
tion hidden until Thursday afterJacob Allen wandered away
noon. State Police 1st Sgt. Jim from his parents Sunday afterWise said he believes it also noon on the Boar's Nest Trail in
may have kept the teen from Randolph County. Hundreds of
wandering toward 20- to 30-foot volunteers and trained profescliffs.
sionals had been combing the
"It. made sort of like an woods, calling for him to come
umbrella, but underneath it was to them for candy bars, ice
bare and open," Wise said. "It cream and other food. After
made some type of shelter."
each shout, they listened closely
Allen opened his eyes, then for rustling brush.
rolled over to meet his rescuers
But hopes began to dim after
when Jeremy Reneau called his overnight temperatures dropped
name.
to as low as 38 degrees. Allen
"He was very quiet," said had been wearing only a wind
Reneau, 25, the first to spot jacket and wind pants over his
Allen."But you could tell by his T-shirt and hiking boots.
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16" Large Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited
A Large Unlimited Topping Pizza
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3 Medium 3 Topping Each
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IlitarcliIA' Grill
Home of the Co/zone
817 COLD WATER ROAD • MURRAY. KY
(270)762-0441 • (270)762-0442 • (270)762-0443

•Service After Sale
'Full Parts Dept
'Locally Owned &
Operated

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 E. Main Street • 753-1586

MEGA

MU! i
• October 17th - 28th, 2007 •
The Kellwood Outlet Stores are haying
I
a MEGA SALE! Lowest prices of the season
on specially marked items in both the men's
and women's departments.

NOW ONLY $9.99:
• Entire stock of men's denim jeans
(excludes flannel lined jeans)
• Entire stock of Koret pants for women

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 25% OFF:

I

• Larry Levine, Sag Harbor and Koret fashion
groups
• Entire stock of men's short sleeve polo shirts
• Entire stock of short sleeve tops for women
• Entire stock of knit turtlenecks for men
and women

FINAL CLEARANCE
75% off all clearance items
marked blue
1102 Unit 5, Paris Rd. • Mayfield, KY
1
Next to H&R Block • 247-7620
I Mon.-Sat. 9 am-5 pm • Sun. 1 pm-5 pm I
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This year's C'ommunity
.thanksgiv ing Dinner, sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
County Ministenal Association,
will be held on Thanksgiving
Day. Nov. 22. at the MurrayCalloway Senior Citizens Center at 607 Poplar St.
A brief worship service will
be held at II a.m. for those
who would like to attend.
A traditional Thanksgiving
dinner will be served from 1 I:30
a.m until 1:30 p.m. Dinners
will be delivered to those unable
to come to the center, and
transportation is available for
those who need a nde,
tor a delivered meal or a
ride. call the center at 753°929 by Nov. 15. To volunteer or make a donation. call
Rev. Rose Bogal-Allbritten at
293-94911.

10PS

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Photo provided
Pictured are volunteers from the community preparing desserts at last year's Community
Thanksgiving dinner
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Council meeting today

Walston Detachment will meet

Sitl‘arl&

Anthem *V

Donald Prue will lead the discussion of
the selection, -What We Talk About is
When We Talk About Love," at the meeting of the Great Books Discussion Group
to meet Monday at 7 p.m. in the meeting
room of the Calloway Public Library, 710
Main St., Murray.
The group is currently discussing the
series, "Great Conservation," published by
the Great Books Foundation. All persons
who have read the selection are invited to
take part in the discussion.
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The Advisory Council of the Tiger Den
of Murray High School is meeting today it
11:30 a.m. at the school.

Wiwodmen of The World
Lodge 7.28 presented a check
to the Exercise & Cancer
Recovery(ECR)facility at Murray State University to buy
new equipment.
Dr Matt Wiggins. director.
has dedicated A large part of
his MSU career over the last
three year; to building the
Exercise & Cancer Recovery
(LCR) Program front only an
idea to research information
on exercise and cancer recovery. to its current state, which
includes an established modem
workout facility in the Carr
Ilcalth Building, new equipment
pro5ided through donations and
exercise
pros'ding one
limning and prescripta.m. for,.1114.1.3 'AIM5 ors; all free ot
,barge to the current II participants
Photo provided
They' expect to have as many Dr. Matt Wiggins,(ECR) Director, second right, accepts a check from Dot Bazzell, right, from
as
to 45 participants by the the WOW Lodge 728. Also pictured are lodge members, from left, Melva Hatcher, Freda
cnd of the year
Lovett. Dorothy Hargrove on exercise machine, and luta Hutson

Robert Sillington Jr
270-753-4751

Adult Great Books Group
will meet Monday at Library

Datebook

Lodge presents check for ECR facility at MSU

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
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Third annual Community Thanksgiving Dinner planned

Murray

Meagan Hamilton & Brandon Kindle
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.
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The Walston Detachment of the United States Marine Corps
League will meet Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at Pagliai's Pizza.
The meal will be Dutch treat. All Marines and friends are
invited.

Fall Festival planned at Palmer farm
Coldwater and Lynn Grove United Methodist Churches will
have a Fall Festival Sunday at the farm of Tim and Cassidy
Palmer. Events will begin at 3 p.m. with fun and games. Also
featured will be a fish fry, haynde and live music. All persons are invited. For information or directions call 489-2371.

Red Cross Blood Drive today
The Red Cross Blood Services Bloodmobile will be at the
Weaks Community Center today from 2 to 7 p.m. for those
who come to donate blood.

Heroes Night will be tonight
Calloway County High School Faculty/Staff and Community Service Heroes Night will be at the football game tonight
at Jack Rose Stadium, The Lakers will be playing Hopkins
County Central, at 7:30 and are welcoming free to all Calloway County Faculty/Staff and Community Heroes to the
event. Each one must show identification at the admission gate.
Also faculty and staff are invited to participate in a random
drawing for prizes. On Saturday at Chestnut and Main Streets,
the CCHS Laker Touchdown Club will be selling Krispy Krum
Donuts as a fund-raising event. Donuts are also being sold
throughout this week.

Annual Grogan reunion Saturday
The annual Grogan reunion (descendants of Irvin and Muzetta
Grogan), will be Saturday at the Hazel Community Center.
The doors will open at 10 a.m. and a potluck meal will be
served at noon. Plates, cups, napkins, silverware and ice will
be provided.

ship with seseral area doctors. vide a cost-free exercise enviwho have referred several Mur- ronment for cancer survivors
ia) coninunitt)/region
to he physically active and to
MSU Lions Club collecting
patient,
. into the exercise pro- increase
their
Murray State University Lions Club is collecting used eyegram. Murray State has a great psychosocial/emotion health.
glasses or sunglasses (prescription or not) during the month of
opportunity to reach out to the (2) provide physical and psyOctober. Members are encouraging everyone to bring in their
local and regional community chological benefits to cancer
old/unused eyewear and place them in designated boxes throughin our area by expanding the survivors and, publish research
out the campus, Wal-Mart, Kroger. Hospital, etc.
ECR research program that is related to findings in the ECR
already changing the lives of program. 131 develop ongoing
its participants and lamthes.
charitable donation partners to Wild Game Dinner planned
The fourth annual Wild Game Dinner will be Saturday at
Dr. Wiggins states. We have help with the costs of purchasthree major goals that we are ing new equipment and main- 6 p.m. at Blood River Baptist Church, located 5 miles from
currently focusing on to help tenance of old equipment and New Concord on Ky. 444. Featured will be venison, catfish,
make this one program a 'per- to help fund a pan-time pro- crappie, goose and yard bird. Door prizes will be given. The
public is invited.
manent' opportunity at Murray gramming assistant."
State for the area cancer comFor more information about
munity."
the program, contact Dr. Wig- New Beginnings will meet
New Beginnings will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at West"Those goals are. )to pro- gins at 809-6285.
side Baptist church. Jennifer Lynn will be the keynote speaker who will speak to the sufficiency of god in the life of a
single person. Childcare will be available. For a ride or more
information call 753-0156.
Needi.ine has issued a new stew, soup. dry beans, peanut
list of items needed to replen- butter. spinach, rice, instant
ish the pantry tor the clients. potatoes. oats and Jiffy corn Fall festival planned Saturday
Christian Community Church will host a fall festival on
They are salmon. tuna. beef meal mix for the pantry; eggs
for freezer/cooler, dish liquid Saturday from 4 to 6:30 p.m. All families are welcome to
and men and women deodor- attend this afternoon of food, fun and fellowship. The church
ant for personal hygiene and is located at the corner of South 16th Street and Glendale
,leaning supplies. and large Road. For more information contact Come Johnson at 210()938.
hrov.in paper bags.
These items may be taken
to the Need Line building at Limited tickets left for musical
Those planning to attend Playhouse in the Park's produc638 South Fourth St.. Murray.
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.. tion of Disney's High School Musical this weekend, are urged
to purchase your tickets as soon as possible. Tickets for ThursMonday through Friday.
day. Friday and Sunday's performances are sold out and only
a limited number of tickets are still available for Saturday's
matinee and evening performances. All shows this past weekend were sold out prior to show time. Tickets can be purchased at www.playhouseinthepark.net or at the Murray Tourism
Theatre.,
Office.
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHEChS

Need Line lists needed items

"The future belongs
to those who prepare
for it today."

Heskett event on Saturday

SCHEDULE GOOD THAU OCT 2'...
Thanks Barbara tor being a
compassionate person and
visionary
Thank you for making our work
environment one that thinks
about our community as our
family and friends
Barbara, thank you for treating
us like your family and for great
leadership, guidance & understanding We can never express
in words the gratitude we have
for all you do and represent

moviesinmurray.com
Michael Clayton
R. 1:10 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:40
The Game Plan
PG • 115-3:35-7:00-9:20
Tyleury'illiy Did I Galleried
P613 - 1.35 • 4:00 - 725 - 9:50
SNOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P'
ON SAT 8, SUN. ONLY
30 Days Of Night
R-1:00 - 325 - 7:20- 9:45

Heskett Chiropractic Center will have a "God's Glory Celebration for the Patients" on Saturday at 4 p.m. at the office
on Ky. 121 Bypass. This will include singing and testimonies,
along with a potluck meal. For more information call 7591116.

Benefit event planned Saturday
A car wash will he from 9 a.m to noon and a bake sale
starting at 8 a.m. at Taco John's, sponsored by Womak-Carter
Options LLC. Proceeds will benefit Special Olympics Bowling
team and clients.
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Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet on Sunday at 2 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library. For more information contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

The Comebacks
P613 • 1 40 • 3:45 • 7:30 • 9:30

Mother to Mother, a support group or breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Heartbreak Kid
R- 1:30- 3:55 - 7:05 - 9:35

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight

Ira falaiThehmorsil fiat
PG- 1:20- 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:10
:

4
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Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella.
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The following are reminders of events planned
for the coming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger & Times:
Carrie Anne Farr, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David Blackburn of Murray and Dr. and
Mrs. Charles Farr of Jacksonville, Fla., will
be married to Eric Vaughn Johnson, son of
,Judith McFadden of Anna, Ill., and Richard
Johnson of Columbia, Ill., on Saturday. Oct.

20, 2007, at 3 p.m. at the Cabanne House,
located in Forest Park, St. Louis, Mo.
Casey Cornelison, daughter of Robert E.
Cornelison and Gale Broach Cornelison of Murray, and Lee Barton Peach, son of Russ and
Nan Peach of Evansville, Ind., will be married
on Saturday, Oct. 20, 2007, at 4 p.m. at Victoria National Golf Club. Newburgh, Ind. All
relatives and friends are invited.
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Serving as officers of the Alpha Deparment of the Murray Woman's Club are, from left, Brenda
Call, Genie May, Sandra Whittenberg and Liz Williams. Not pictured is Lois Pharns.

r Den
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Alpha Department will hear May
The Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club house.
Genie May will present the
program.
Members are reminded to
bring Christmas gifts for vet-

Corps
Pizza.
is are

in

will
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II per-2371.
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STUDENTS OF MONTH: Calloway County Middle School has selected the seventh grade
"Students of the Month" for September. They are from left, Aaron Collie, Katlin Walker,
Jennifer Edwards and Travis Miles. The teachers selected these students for their outstanding characther and for the dedication to the success of the school.
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seniors
STUDENTS AT WASHINGTON: U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield met with Murray High School
Pictured, from
participating in the National Young Leaders Conference at Washington, D.C.
were in DC for
left, are Haley Haverstock, Whitfield, Matthew Parker and Virginia Barnes, who
and the
democracy
in
role
their
of
g
understandin
greater
a six- day conference gaining a
responsibilities of leadership.

Racer Day at MSU on Saturday
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Murray State University is
hoping to make a deal with
prospective students on Saturday at the first of three Racer
Days planned for this academic year. Visiting students will
have a chance to say "Deal
or No Deal" to win a gift certificate from the University
Bookstore by participating in
a game patterned after the popular "Deal or No Deal" TV
show. The rules are simple and
can be found by visiting Murray State's home page at
www.murraystate.edu.
As one of the nation's top
public universities, Murray is
known for attracting students
who are seeking a quality education in a personalized, college-town setting.
Special Racer Days are
year for
scheduled each
prospective students to visit
the campus and meet with
school relations' staff, professors and student organization
representatives. Staff is also
on hand to answer questions
relating to financial aid and
scholarship opportunities. No
reservations are needed and the
atmosphere is casual.

Racer Day will begin at
noon on Saturday with browsing sessions located on the
third floor concourse area of
the Curris Center. Booths will
feature programs from the university's five academic colleges and school of agriculture. There will also be information to learn about student
clubs and organizations, athletics, food services, Greek
organizations, housing, campus
recreation. the Racer Band, Residential College Association,
Student Government Association, Study Abroad programs,
religious clubs, rodeo club and
support services for learning
disabilities.
Students will move to the
Curris Center Theater at 12:30
p.m. for a session on financial aid and scholarships. There
they will learn about what is
available, guidelines, deadlines
and how to apply.
After a general welcome
session. Murray State student
ambassadors will escort visiting students to the academic
sessions of their choice.
Depending on individual circumstances, time may permit

for students to visit more than
one academic area.
Campus tours will be held
from 3:30 to 5 p.m., at which
time visitors will be asked to
drop off an evaluation form
back at the Curris Center before
leaving the campus.
More information is available online at www.murraystate.edu, or call (270) 8092896 locally, or 1-800-2724MSU toll free.
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Raymond Ruch Jr. and
Heather Ruch of Murray are
the parents of a son, Braden
Shea Buch, born on Friday,
Oct. 12, 2007, at 4:25 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 4 pounds
4 ounces and measured 17 3/4
inches. A brother is Brage Hopkins.
Grandparents are' Louise
Baker and the late DeWayne
Roach. Paul and Nena Hester,
June Roach and the late Ken
Roach and Elizabeth Ruch and
the late Raymond Ruch Sr.,
all of Murray.

MASQUERADE. COSTUMES, INC.

3143

•

of the club house.
Serving as officers for the
2007-08 club year for the
department are Genie May and
Sandra Whittneber, co-chairs.
Lois Pharris, vice chair, Liz
Williams, secretary, and Brenda Call, treasurer.

j3ir&

William Richard Castleberry and Haley Nicole Richard
of Shoemaker Road, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Chandler
Thomas Castleberry, born on
Monday, Oct. 8, 2007, at 12:39
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
8 ounces and measured 20
inches.
Grandparents are Charles and
Lagena Richard, Marie Castleberry and David Leach, and
Martha Lane Armstrong, all of
Murray.
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eranss, volunteer hours and professional clothing for the Opportunity School.
Tickets for the Heritage Ball
to be Saturday, Oct. 27, at the
Murray State University Curris Center may also be purchased. This is a fund-raising
effort to pay for the upkeep

Open Mon-at 8au)-2pm
Open Fri-SO Spa:Opm
call 753-0594* ressitiii

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City Schools
and Calloway County Schools have been released by Bridget
Jaszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively,
for the week of Oct. 22-26.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk availeggs; Tuesday - breakfast
scrambled
able daily) Monday pizza; Wednesday - pancake and sausage; Thursday - gravy
and biscuit: Friday - yogurt and graham crackers. Lunch
(canned or fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit arid lowfat
milk available daily) Monday - cheeseburger, burrito w/salsa•
Tuesday - mini corn dogs, turkey w/cheese wrap; Wednesday - taco salad, BBO chicken on bun; Thursday - chili
w/cheese stick, grilled chicken sandwich; Friday - French
bread pizza, fish sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - pancake on a stick; Tuesday - sausage and
biscuit; Wednesday - waffle sticks; Thursday - steak biscuit;
Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (cooked and fresh vegetables,
canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday
- BBQ chicken on bun, chili w/crackers; Tuesday - ham sandwich w/yogurt, chicken salad plate; Wednesday - chicken taco,
vegetable beef soup w/crackers; Thursday - Salisbury steak
w/gravy, fish and cheese sandwich; Friday - cheeseburger
w/relish plate, submarine sandwich.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - breakfast bagel; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy;
Wednesday - waffle sticks; Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza, cooked
and fresh vegetables, canned and fresh fruit and lowfal milk
available daily) Monday - ravioli w/cornbread, ham and cheese
submarine; Tuesday - hot and spicy chicken, chef salad
w/crackers and dressing; Wednesday - spaghetti w/meat sauce,
tuna salad plate; Thursday - Coney dog (make your own),
chef salad w/crackers, dressing; Friday - burrito w/salsa, fish
sandwich.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday - Pop.
tart, milk; Tuesday - apple, peanut butter; Wednesday - muffin, milk; Thursday - scooby snacks, milk; Friday - animal
crackers, milk.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - chicken biscuit, apple sauce, Tuesday
- scrambled eggs, ham, wheat toast; Wednesday - pancake
and sausage on a stick w/syrup, banana; Thursday - biscuit
w/sausage gravy; Friday - cereal, muffin. Lunch (milk served
daily) - Monday - chicken nuggets, roll, green beans, creamed
potatoes w/gravy; Tuesday - cheese pizza, whole kernel
corn, pineapple, gelatin; Wednesday - chicken taco, lettuce,
tomato, pinto beans, wheat bread; Thursday - hamburger,
French fries, lettuce, tomato, pickle, gelatin; Friday - menu
not listed
Elementaries - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - pancake and sausage on a stick w/syrup; Tuesday - chicken biscuit; Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Thursday - breakfast pizza: Friday - yogurt, toast. Lunch (assorted vegetables,
chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday - lasagna,
Texas toast, hot ham and cheese sandwich, grilled cheese
sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, breaded chicken sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Wednesday - chicken nuggets, roll,
tuna sandwich, yogurt and animal crackers: Thursday - chessy
crispito, turkey sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich;
sandFriday - chicken quesadilla, hamburger, grilled cheese
wich.
milk
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and
served daily) Monday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Tuesday
sausage biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday
biscuit.
raisin
ham and cheese biscuit, Friday - cinnamon
served
Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk
turkey
daily) Monday - chicken nuggets, roll, fish sandwich,
ham and
and cheese sandwich; Tuesday - chicken faille, hot
pizza;
Swiss sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich, Domino's
and
Wednesday - spaghetti, BBO ribette sandwich, ham
roll. corn
cheese sandwich; Thursday - chicken patty w/gravy,
nuggets,
dog, ham and turkey sub, pizza, pizza; Friday - fish
grilled chicken sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich.
tarts,
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, Pop
Tuesfresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - ham biscuit;
day - pancake and sausage on a stick w/syrup; Wednesday
Friday
- chicken biscuit; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy.
vegeta- oatmeal, Poptart. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits,
bles, deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday - Teriyaki chicken, taco burger; Tuesday - fish nuggets,
hush puppies, gnlled cheese sandwich; Wednesday - spaghetti, Texas toast, ham sandwich. Thursday - chicken patty
w/gravy, roll, foot long hot dog. Friday - baked ham, roll,
chicken salad sandwich.
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Man's laws and God's laws are
quite different. Forgiveness for
•
breaking man's laws involves
GOD'S
LAW
penalties, whereas forgiveness for
breaking God's laws requires
repentance. If someone breaks one
of man's laws, we expect that person to be punished in one way or
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ful and sorry
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refrain from sinning in the future.
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Various churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
First United Methodist:
Rev. Bob Saywell will speak
about "Bless the Children" with
scripture from Mark 10:13-16
for Children's Sabbath at the
early light worship service at
8:45 a.m. and the traditional
worship service at II a.m. Kristen Shepard and Kids N Praise
will give the children's moments
on "How Great is Your Family Member?" with special
appearance by Michael Bittel
at both services. Madeline
Balmer will be pianist with
Lizzie and Rebbie Balmer as
vocalists. Acolytes will be
Madison Connell and Bailey
Kennedy with Kellie Connell
as acolyte parent. Others taking part include Eleri and
Gwynnie Gesler, Jacklyn Fein,
Sydney Tucker, Jessica and
Alyssa Wicker, Josh Betts, Julie
Revell, Allie Fritts, Emilie Margie, Joshua Revell, Cole Foster, Even Schwepker, Glen Fitts,
Allyson
Carson,
Meagan
Bryant, Coleman Riley and Preston Ross.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
speak about "They Ought...Not
Lose Heart" with scripture from
Luke 18:1 at the 10:30 a.m.
21th Sunday after Pentecost
worship service. Holy Communion will be celebrated with
Fred Bless as elder. Sunday
School and Adult Bible Class
will be at 9 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor,
will speak at the 9 a.m, worship service with Tom Villaflor
as the pastor's assistant. Pat
and Patricia Lea will be
greeters. Serving as acolytes
will be Nicholas Brunn and
Teela Etheridge. Children's
church will be directed by Bette

Tucker. Special music will be
by Alison Chaney. April Arnold,
will direct the choir with Pat
Brum, Renee Doyle and Carla
Halkias as accompanists. Sunday School with Bob West as
superintendent will be at 10:15
a.m. The youth and adults of
both Goshen and Kirksey
churches will meet at 6 p.m.
at Goshen church. The youth
will meet in the family fellowship center and the adults
will be shown a movie, "Angel
in My Pocket" in the sanctuary.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist: Rev. Robert Jetton, pastor, will speak about
"Is Halloween a Christian holy
day?" with scripture from
Deuteronomy 18:10-12, James
4:7, Mark 6:7, Luke 10:17-20
and 1 Thessalonians 5:21-22
at the 9:45 a.m, worship service. The scripture reading will
be from Acts 8:5-25 and the
Psalter reading will be from
Psalm 10:12-18. Sunday School
will be a 10:45 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister,
will speak about "Living Sacrifice - Spiritual Worship" with
scripture from Romans 12:1-3
at the 9 a.m, worship service
and Phillip Brown will speak
about "How to Live a Significant Life" with scripture from
1 Corinthians 9:24-27 at the
6 p.m. worship service. Leading the song service will be
Todd Walker, associate minister, at the morning service and
T.J. Hargrove at the evening
service. Also assisting will be
Garry Evans, involvement minister, Nick Hutchens, youth minister, Barry Walker, Joe Phillips,
Karl Smith, Randy Young,
Corey Underhill, Justin Hendrick, Matt McNutt, Josh Bybee
and Billy Joe Hendon. A short
worship service will be at 5
a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15
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III See Page 10A

have every reason to be confident in a loving relationship with him. Because
God is on our side, nothing
can separate us from his
eternal love, not even death
(Romans 8:28-39). So, take
heart in the forgiveness of
sin.
Jesus also spoke these
words to his disciples in a
boat on the Sea of Galilee.
During the night the disciples were struggling to row
the boat against contrary
winds when Jesus came to
them walking on the water.
Upon seeing him, the disciples were terrified thinking it
was a ghost. Jesus immediately said to them, "Take
courage. It is 1. Don't be
afraid" (Matthew 14:27 NIV).
It's terrible to feel alone
in the midst of the known
and unknown storms that
threaten our lives in this
world. When you feel forsaken and with no one to
love and care for you,
remember the promise of
God, "Never will I leave
you; never will 1 forsake
you. So we say with confidence, 'The Lord is my
helper; 1 will not be afraid.
What can man do to me?"
(Hebrews 13:5-6). Do you
remember the legend of the
footprints in the sand?
When the weary traveler
could find only one set of
footprints, the Lord said,
"That's when I carried you."
To those who live by faith
in Christ, he gives the assurance of his constant presence. Although unseen to
physical eyes, he is always
nearby.
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Locust Grove Baptist Church
will have its 166th anniversary homecoming celebration on
Sunday at the church, located
on Locust Grove Road off Ky.
121 South, Murray.
The service will begin at
10 a.m. with music by The
Moreheads.
Bro. Hal Shipley, retired
Baptist minister and former
interim pastor of the church,
will be the speaker at the morning worship service. Barry
Thomas will lead the Kid's
Corner.
No Sunday School will be
held. Childcare will be provided for all services. A potluck
meal will follow the worship
service with the church furnishing the bread, meat and
drinks
Bro. Ryker Wilson, the 32nd
pastor of Locust Grove, invites
the public to attend the special homecoming service on
Sunday and all other activities
and services.
The pastor will speak about
"Living The Natural Way" with
scripture from Romans 6:1523 at the 6 p.m. worship service on Sunday. Students Worshipping Christ will be held
downstairs and Children's Bible
Adventure upstairs.

For the annual homecoming at Hazel United Methodist
Church on Sunday, the Mason's
Methodist
United
Chapel

PY
9500

Question: Although I
have friends, life is so
uncertain; and sometimes I
feel so afraid and lonely.
What would Jesus do?
Answer: The uncertainty,
fear and loneliness that each
of us face is very personal.
While other may have similar experiences, few can really understand our individual
feelings in these times.
However, there is one who
does understand, and he
cares as no one else can.
Our heavenly Father created
us for his loving and good
purposes, and he came into
this world to save us from
our own sins by his death
on a cross. Therefore, if we
have nothing else, we can
live with confidence so long
as we have faith in Jesus
Christ, the Son of God.
Three times in the gospel
stories Jesus said, —Take
courage," or -Take heart,"
depending on which Bible
translation you read.
Jesus spoke these words
of encouragement first when
four men brought a paralytic
to Him. After being
blocked by the crowd from
entering the house to see
Jesus, these men climbed to
the roof and made a hole to
let the paralytic down before
Jesus. Upon seeing this
expression of faith, Jesus
said to the paralyzed man,
"Take heart, your sins are
forgiven" (Matthew 9:2 NIV).
Sometimes guilt from the
past hinders our confidence
and courage in life. But, if
we allow God to forgive our
sins because of the shed
blood of Jesus Christ, we

Locust Grove plans 166th anniversary homecoming

Homecoming
will be Sunday
at Hazel
Methodist
I'M 2

By Richard Youngblood, Minister at
University Church of Christ

of
University
Church
Christ: Richard Youngblood,
minister, will speak about " I
Am The Resurrection and the
Life" with scripture from John
11 at the 10 a.m. worship service and Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "Some
Big Lessons From Some S
Small Creatures" at the 5 p.m.
worship service. Assisting Sunday morning will be Sherrill
Gargus, Kent Herrington and
Steve McCuiston. Danny Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth and
family minister. Bible classes
will begin at 9 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "Praying Through
the Lean Season" with scripture from Luke 18:1-8 at the
10:15 a.m, worship service.
Mark Dycus is minister of music
with Julie Warner, Donnie Hendrix and Judith Hill as accompanists. The chancel choir will
sing "With A Voice of Singing."
Assisting will be Kathy Perkins,
worship leader, Amy Roos and
Eddie Phelps, elders, and Krista
Crass, Larry Benton, Jim
Boone, Teresa Nixon and Tim
Allbritten, diaconate.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about 'The Bibical
Invitation" with scripture from
Jeremiah 31:27-34 at the 11
a.m. worship service. Camme
Cain will direct the music with
Margaret Nell Boyd as accompanist. Sunday School for all
ages will be at 10 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist:
Rev. Jason Jones, pastor, will
speak about "The Titus Touch"
with scripture from 2 Corinthians 7:6-7 at the 9:30 a.m. worship service with Bobby Row-

.

pianist. J.W. Jones will be the
worship leader. Johnna Nance
will direct Children's Church.
Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m. at Hazel.
The Wednesday evening
youth service will begin at 6:30
p.m. with a meal at Mason's
Chapel Church. The youth will
be taking an outing trip this
weekend at Lakeshore UMC
Cempground and call 1-731707-1598 if you would like to
attend.
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Greater Hope
Baptist Church
schedules
revival

The Moreheads
Church will meet with them
at the 11 a.m. worship service.
Bro. Alan Troll, pastor for
both churches, will speak about
"Just Across The River" with

scripture from 11 Kings 2:814. The responsive reading will
be from #302 in the Cokesbury.
Special music will be presented with Toni Jones as

Baptist
Hope
Greater
Church, 711 River Rd., off
South Fourth Street, Murray,
will sponsor a 3-night revival
starting next Thursday.
Services will be at 7 p.m.
nightly on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.
Rev. Authur J. Hannah of
Rutherford, Tenn., will be the
speaker.
Rev. Henry Greer, interim
pastor, invites the public to
attend all services at the church.

The third time Jesus
spoke these words of encouragement to his disciples was
shortly before he was
betrayed, put on trial and
crucified. He said, "I have
told you these things, so that
in me you may have peace.
In this world you will have
trouble. But take heart! I
have overcome the world"
(John 16:33 N1V). The disciples were about to see the
world do the most horrible
thing possible: kill the Son
of God. Yet Jesus would
overcome even this by his
resurrection from the dead
on the third day.
Being a Christian does
not eliminate temptation,
pain, sorrow, and difficulties
from life in this world.
Satan is alive and well, and
he will do anything he can
to destroy our faith in Jesus.
Still, by the power of the
resurrected Lord, we can
also have victory over Satan
and the world. This victory
does not come without a
battle, but we can become
"more than conquerors
through him who loved us"
and gave His Son to die for
us (Romans 8:31-37). Learn
this prayer, "Lord, teach me
that there is nothing I can
face this day that you and I
together cannot handle."
(Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article
is reproduced on the web:
www.nchristorg
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New Providence Church of Christ
600 Christian Lane • Hazel, KY
October 19— 21, 2007

Featured Speakers
Friday evening (7 p.m.)
Mickey Garrison
Saturday evening (7 p.m.)
Josh Herndon
Sunday morning(10 a.m.)
Seth Grogan
Sunday evening (7:30 p.m.)
Bible study(9 a.m.)
Sunday morning

We hope to see you there!

Locust Grove Baptist Church
Murray

166th ANNIVERSARY
HOMECOMING
featuring

The Moreheads
and Former Interim Pastor Bro. Hal Shipley

•

like to publicize local churche
upcoming Christmas a
holiday special
programs, plays,
musicals or events.

For BEST
RESULTS
Place your
ad with us

If your church is preparing a Christmas
special for the upcoming season,
let us know by calling...

Call 753-1916

Eric Walker, Editor at 753-1916
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Bro. Ryker Wilson, the 32nd pastor of Locust Grove,
would like to invite the public to celebrate the
church's 166th year of ministry on
Sunday morning, Ortobor 21st• 1000 SAL

h4ortia
A Homecoming message will be presented
Bro. Hal Shipley,former Interim pastor.

Special music will be presented by The

Therewill be a lunch fellowship following the worship celebration
with the church providing the bread, meat, and drinks.

Or

e-mail editor@murrayledger.com.

For more information contact the church office at
12701 753-9550 or pastoroflocustgrovemurraytteethixs.com.
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Faith-based prison programs multiplying across U.S.
RICHMOND,Texas(AP) —
Killer-turned-artist Manny Hernandez on the prison where
he's finishing an eight-year
term: "It's A blessing to be here."
Fellow murderer and inmate
Raymond Hall likens it to heaven
"I love this place," says
their warden. Cynthia Tilley.
-It's so calm
They're praising the Carol
Vance Unit, founded in 1997
on the outskirts of Houston.
It's the oldest of a rapidly
growing number of faith-based
prison facilities across the
nation.
Even as they proliferate,
fueled by the fervor of devout
volunteers, these programs are
often cnticized. Evidence that
they reduce recidivism is inconclusive, and skeptics question
whether the prevailing evangelical tone of the units discnminates against inmates who
don't share their conservative
Chnstian outlook.
However, evidence is strong
that violence and trouble-making drop sharply in these programs, and they often are the
vibrant rehabilitation
only
option at a time when taxpayer-funded alternatives have been
cut back.
Initiates at Vance offer another compelling argument. Unlike
many of America's 2 million

AP
Inmates Dale Williams, left foreground, and William Harper, right, raise their hands along with
other inmates while singing a hymn as part of the InnerChange Freedom Initiative program at
the Carol Vance Unit, a faith-based prison facility in Richmond, Texas.
Impressed by the Vance oper- rity prison, fights among
prisoners, they led they ale
treated with respect. They have ation, Texas officials have inmates are rare, said TOITMIle
opened a dozen faith-based Dorsett, a former parole offihope.
"A bunch of cats in prison, dorms elsewhere in the state, cer who has directed the unit's
they never had anyone show accommodating some 1.3(8) Christian-based InnerChange
them love — even their moth- inmates. At one dorm, at the Freedom Initiative since its
er and father." said Anzetta maximum-security Allred pnson inception. He could recall only
Smith, who served 18 years near Wichita Falls, infractions one incident in those 10 years
for attempted murder before by the inmates dropped more when a correctional officer used
graduating from Vance this year. than 90 percent once they force. "And that officer overreacted," Dorsett said.
"You get in the program, and entered the program.
Security at Vance is the
At Vance, a minimum-secueverybody shows you love."

•Church bulletins ...
First Presbyterian: Bob with his topic for Sunday being
ices with Hazel Brandon, Susan
Reynolds. Dee Lipford and Valentine will speak about "Lit- "What A Man Needs Most" with
with scripture from scripture from Ephesians 5:33
land as liturgist. Congregation- Carol Kelly as accompanists. tle Things"
/2:38-44 at the 10:45 at the 8. 9:15 and 10:30 a.m.
Mork
will
ages
all
for
School
Sunday
as
acolytes.
serve
wills
al youth
Sunday
services.
a.m, worship service. Todd E. worship
Janna Schroader will lead the be at 10 a.m.
with Kala School is offered at each hour.
director
choir
is
Hill
Bro.
Baptist:
Memorial
music with Lavonia Rowland
Dunn as guest pianist. The Worship will be at 6 p.m. Sunas pianist. Children's time will Martin Severns. pastor, will
will be "Walk Worth." day.
anthem
10:50
and
8:30
the
at
speak
be directed by Susan Evans.
Russell United Methodist:
ser% - Sam McNeely will give he
Happy Bynum will serve as a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
"Minute for Stewardship." Bon- Bro. Roy Yoaken will speak
greeter. Sunday School with ices. J.T. Lee is acting music
nie McNeely will be liturgist. at the 9:30 a.m. worship servGary Evans as superintendent director with Kathy Thweatt and
Lois and Phil Wood and Ralph ice.
accompaas
Williams
Misty
a.m.
10:30
at
will be
First Baptist: Randy Jones
Cheryl Pittman, ushers.
and
Jeff
be
will
Assisting
nists.
Brooks Chapel United
Sun- of the Kentucky Baptist Congreeter.
Martin.
Sid
and
week.
the
of
deacon
Graves,
Methodist: Rev. Jason Jones,
day School will be at 9:30 vention will speak about
pastor, will speak about 'The and Ron James. Sunday School
a.m. and Korean Worship at 4 "Everyone Needs a Friend" at
will
School
Sunday
director.
Titus Touch" with scripture
the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worp.m.
fellowa
and
a.m.
9:40
at
be
from 2 Corinthians 7:6-7 at II
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky ship services. The children's serwho
ii.M, worship service with Bob ship in honor of J.T. Lee
pastor, will bring mon will be by Debbie J. Bell.
Alexander as liturgist. Congre- has led the music for several Cunningham.
nivanth atiessage in his ser- The Edminster Family will sing
gational youth will serve as months will he atlet the e ening his
mon series. "I, out 1-aintly on "I Surrender All" at both servacolytes. Eddie Ramsey will service
the
Rock, or on the Rocks" ices. The sanctuary choir will
lead the music with Rita Culver, Janeen Burkeen, Hansel
Keith and Eugene Dick as
accompanists. Children's time
will be directed by Beth Morehead. Marcia Crick will serve
Murray
as greeter. Sunday School with
Joel Jackson as supenntendent
will be at 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Dencn
nis Norvell, pastor, will speak
0
about "A Call to Remember:
The Lord's Supper" with scripSOMETHING NEW
OPEN
ture from Luke 22:13-20 at
T
SOMETHING DIFFEREN
the 14:45 and II a.m. worship
services. No evening service
ONE PRICE SALE
will be at 6 p.m. but the members will worship with the Mt.
SOLD
Sinai Missionary Baptist Church
°pan Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Hours
Limitad
an Clinton Dee and Kathy LipHazel
lord will lead the worship serv753-2988
293-7858 • 753-6222
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ALL DAY
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state's responsibility. But the
intensive, daylong programming
is entirely in the hands of
InnerChange. a project of the
Prison Fellowship ministry
founded by Chuck Colson, the
former Nixon aide imprisoned
because of the Watergate scandal.
Vance and eight other InnerChange programs in Kansas,
Minnesota, Arkansas, Missouri
and Iowa operate on the strength
of Prison Fellowship's private
financial resources and legions
of volunteers.
In Florida, by contrast, the
Department of Corrections has
taken a more direct role, transforming three prisons — two
for men, one for women —
into "faith and character-based
institutions" which it runs itself.
The department says inmates
at the three prisons committed
30 percent fewer infractions
than comparable inmates elsewhere. A state task force recommended creating five more
faith-based facilities.
The InnerChange program
at Vance is open, on a voluntary basis, to men with less
than two years left on their
sentences. Sex offenders and
inmates with bad disciplinary
records are excluded. The days
are filled with spiritual and
academic classes, community
meetings and work duties.

Bibles are a conunon sight
on the bedside tables in the
inmates' cubicles. Religious
paintings, including eye-catching works by self-taught Manny
Hernandez, decorate the walls.
Tilley, the warden, said the
security staff is asked to treat
the inmates politely. The atmosphere can be a pleasant shock
to men arriving from tougher
prisons.
"In my other prison, on a
daily basis there was rape,
drugs," said Raymond Hall, who
was convicted at 16 of murder and hopes to complete his
15-year sentence in early 2009.
"When you come to Carol
Vance, it's like a load is lifted. It's like heaven."
Hall had just completed a
class where readings included
Bible passages and pastor Rick
Warren's best-seller, "The Purpose Driven Life."
The instructor, Doug Jeffrey, urged the men to focus
on using their resources —
family, faith, education — to
plan for succeeding when they
go free. "When you got accepted for this program, maybe
that was the first time you
realized God has a plan for
you," Jeffrey said. "You guys
are a chosen nation. You go
out from prison with a different mind-set from guys not in
this program."

c

sing "Be Strong in the Lord" sermons titled "Successful
at the second service. Margaret Christian Living" at the 11
Wilkins and Eleanor Spry will a.m. worship service. Wesley
be accompanists. Assisting will Young will be in charge ot
be Boyd Smith, pastor of stu- praise and worship. Sunday
dents, Lance Allison and Jon school will begin at 10 a.m.
Gustafson, deacons, Joe Brown- but no evening worship will
ing and Darrel McFerron. Sun- be held as the church will be
day School will be at 9:45 celebrating with Fall Festival
a.m., business meeting at 7 with a chili cook-off contests,
p.m. and University Worship games, booths, wiener and
mashmallow roast followed by
at 8 p.m.
Calvary Temple Pente- a hayride. Wednesday service
costal: Rev. Darrel Young, pas- will be at 7 p.m.
tor, will continue the series of

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

r)

Dr Phillip mapper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Klapper RN- Hearing Aid Specialist

ehysician's Hearing Center
if) Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E

7

300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

HERITAGE BAN K
WVVW.HANKWITHMERITAGE.COM
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-I)ynamic,
4-Positive. Average, 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Saturday, Oct. 20, 2007:
You are on top of your game.
What hasn't been resolved easily will be with an adventuresome mind and unusual creativity. You have a way that makes a
strong impression on others. If
you know what you want, you
won't have great difficulty realizing those goals. If you are single. romance definitely will add
sparkle to this next year. Don't
think in terms of long-term
commitment just yet If you are
attached, once more your relationship sparkles with fun.
Enjoy each other as if there is no
tornorrow. AQUARIUS sparks
your imagination.

••••-••--.

..•••••••••

Stubblefield competition is Thursday
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CHECK
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check
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Club,
the Murray Rotary
Park, to In
Bolen, executive director of the Playhouse in the
Ross
used for the children's programs at the Playhouse
at
season
ng
upcomi
the
about
rs
membe
spoke to the
develop
Playhouse, the workshops given to local youth to
's High
their artistic skills, and the youth production of "Disney

ARIES(March 21-AprI1 19)
School Musical"
Friends can ask They
might even attempt to coerce
you but what you want needs to
be the focal point Make plans
accordingly You also might be
consictenng a trip or some kind
of visit with someone who is a bit
far away Tonight You add that
touch of fun wherever you are
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Include a partner's
somewhat revolutionary ideas
when considering a situation
that will demand action and
responsibility You have far more
support from this person than
you are aware of Mobilize all
REORGANIZING FOR FASTER DELIVERY AND BETTER SERYKII
the help you can get Tonight A
force to be seen
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
You might be digesting
a lot, as others finally ere
expressing more of their
thoughts and ideas Know when
to end a problem by stmply rising above it Much information
heads in your direction Tonight
How about a play or concert9
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to do
less and allow others to reveal
their true colors You could have
a problem doing everything you
want to do Ask for help, or pnorrtize A change in your daily routine could be excellent Tonight
Let someone else make the first
move
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Be open to others and
their auggeettons You will only
empower yourself and allow for
more opportunities Creativity
flows into your relationships A
child might delight you to no
end An emotional risk might pay
off Tonight Add that touch of
romance to your life
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Focus and accomplish a
necessary errand or protect The
only way to get through everything that is dumped on your
plate is to start doing each task,
one at a time Talking about it
certainly won't help the situation
Tonight Choose a low-key,
relaxing activity
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Your playfulness
comes out, even in your word
choice No wonder you draw
people in with such ease Check
out a new purchase with care
Ideas will change, but also the
cost could mount higher than
you think Tonight Fun and
games
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Stay dose to horn* You
might be considering an moor
tent purchase that could Miler
improve the quality of your life or
help your investment in your
home Be as realistic as possible You will be much happier
Tonight Order in rf you don't
•
• / •TABIESI. LAMPS; •4(
want to cook
i,,n'AS! •MATTRESS SITS •Ai:,
• •
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
itt All SIMI
P14•••• •
21)
•
•HIDEAWAY IED9 •ENTER'
Keep an open mind
•
(ENTER.
What you see and what hap•I.EADIfe
pens might stun you Feel tree to
•
change plans or to include
another person Your opinion
about a person or key issue
changes as a result of today
Tonight You don't have to go far
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jen. 19)
*** Expenses are way out of
whack Listen to news about
1 •
it'sC. 1 t
money that floats in your dew.
d
bon Your instincts play a bog role
imptove
pews
in what goes down A power play
f for
be
itstofiet
sea
clems
could come Out over a decision
or choice Expenses could g0
foster dcbver;es oed
overboard Tonight Fun and
belles fess ices in Orr
games
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. IS)
liters otteori!
Act like you are the bog
cheese because today the planets bestow you with unusual talents and ablates A tnendship
plays a bog role in events as they
untold Adapt and adjust Allow a
OW
friendship to deepen Tonight
SOO0:0E;
Whatever you want
OSIVI.E0Siti
PISCES(Feb. 19-allerch 20)
*** You might be much more
148iittOOV‘GtEft4001
EARII
5
knowS•dgeable about what is
CE!
going on than you realize
0I
14)% COME 04
\
Events could pose ohellenges
and tete your hand Think poeawry about a person you must
answer to A change in attitude
can loosen up the situation
Tonight Take oil with a favorite
person
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FURTHER REDUCTIONS!*
ANNUAL

THROUGH THEIR
SHOWROOMS!
ALL
FOUR
LOCATIONS!

Fle

*THEY'RE CLOSING EARLY TODAY TO
TAKE FURTHER PRICE REDUCTIONS
ON HUNDREDS OF ITEMS
AND PREPARE FOR THE FINAL
EIGHT HOURS OF THEIR ANNUAL
PUBLIC WAREHOUSE SELLOUT
TO THE WAREIPISE WALIV

LAST
CHANCE!

TOMORROW ONLY!

10 AM 111.
6 PM
ONLY!

CHECK THIS LIST FOR YOUR NEEDS!
IT'S A TOTAL PUBLIC SELLOUT OF THEIR
ENTIRE WAREHOUSE INVENTORY
REGARDLESS OF COST OR LOSS! YOU SAVE!

EVERYTHING'S REDUCED!
A
SELLOUT
TO THE
WAREHOUSE
WALLS!
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HURRY!
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SELLOUT!
N HAS BEGUN!
THE FINAL COUNTDOW
Sellout ends soon! Every remaining
Their fantastic Annual Public Warehouse
item is clearly tagged to assure a complete warehouse sellout! Quantities are
limited so hurry for best selection! All sales are final! flo item will be held
back as they will sell all warehouse inventory to the bare walls! Specia
is available even at these sellout prices! Don't be the one to miss out!

SPECIAL CREDIT
TERMS OFFER!

BUY $500,$1,000 EVEN UP TO $5,000 IN NEW FURNITURE,
MATTRESS SETS AND ACCESSORIES WITH...

NO DOWN PAYMENT!
NO FINANCE CHARGE!
NO MONTHLY PAYMENT

!
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(NOTHING UNTIL OCTOBER, 2008!)Iststrit's
OR, USE YOUR ME

THAT ENTIRE HOUSEFUL...

•

of fine furniture you need ran hc yours.
buy 3, 4, 5, or more roomfuls of fabulous
new home furnishings and save hundreds
and hundreds of dollars now!

..

FINAL DAY!TOMORROW ONLY!
Mk 10 AM TO 6 PM ONLYI
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GRIFFIN & CO. TRY TO SNAP
18-GAME SKID OVER
• WINLESS REDHAWKS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
The mirrors of comparing Muriy State and
Southeast Missouri State really are unc4nny as the two
teams set to square off Saturday at Ho k Stadium in
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
`s
Both teams have second-yeltrioaches in Tony Samuel and Matt riffim
while the Racers and Redhawks
each
building, developing and establishing a
new identity for what they want to do
and what they want to be good at.
In other words, both coaches are runorientated guys, but for Samuel the
: Samuel
depth at the running game took a big hit

II

last week.
Timmy Holloman, who leads the Ohio Valley
Conference in rushing with 655 yards
on 114 carries and six touchdowns has
been sidelined for the season for a violation of NCAA eligibility rules.
Samuel is calling Holloman's suspension "an indefinite situation."
The Redhawks also lead the OVC on
the ground as a team with a whopping
1,317 yards on the ground and are piling up 219.5 yards per game.
The bad news for the Racers is the fact that MSU is
second to last, falling just behind Samford, in rushing
defense, giving up 1,352 yards on the season and 225.3
per game.
But after falling just short last week in their upset bid
to knock off the nation's No. 24 team in the latest FCS
Coaches Poll, where Murray State held Eastern Illinois
to just 77 yards in the first half, before finishing with
238 in the game and falling 27-24. Griffin and company

Saturday
Marra, State at Southeast atessourt State
Time: I p m
Whore: Houck Stadium, Cape Giracisau
Sadao History: 34-81-1
Last Meeting: 2008(SEMO 24 MSU 17)
First Meeting: 1926
Streik k4SU has lost Iwo simple
In Murray: 18-2-0
In Caps Girardeau: 16-4-1
DrilDn vs. SENO: 1-3-0

seemed to be finding their identity.
"We gave up two big runs," Griffin said of the
Panthers. —1\vo guys that fit wrong in the gap. Every
defensive coordinator that's worked for me, I've told
them, if you want to blitz every snap do it.
"I would rather go down fighting than get beat in a
base defense and get gashed. One of the things you do to
combat that is you move people. You use your athleticism. Eliminate those two plays and its under 140. That
is a little easier to stomach."
IN See SEM°,28

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
The name Geezer Cup just
didn't seem to have the right
ring to it.
So, in a community effort to
bring three golf courses together, the inaugural Calloway
Senior Cup will tee off Saturday
at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Three members from each of
the three Murray courses recently sat down and pondered the
idea of having a rotating tournament, to not only highlight each
course but to bring community
golfers closer together.
Bruce Ottway from Miller.
along with Nick Ryan from
Oaks and Brad Clendenin at
Murray Country Club sat down
with Bill Slayman and Mike
Lovins to put in motion the first
ever Senior Cup.
The toumament, which gets
underway at Miller Memorial on
Saturday at 8 a.m., will conclude
Sunday with a start time of
12:30 p.m.
The event will consist of 12
players from each of the three
clubs, competing for the first
ever Calloway Senior Cup. The
age limit is 50 and above.
The tournament will then
rotate to Oaks Country Club in
2008 and Murray Country Club
2009.
Because of the existence of
the Dunn Cup, which pits the
best of the best from Oaks and
Murray Country Club, this tour, nament will offer seniors their
I elesoce.to shine ortlAiskiamboli.owilt
'
"The Dunn Cup is tkirWinte'
of the elite golfer," said Miller
Memorial's Will Snodgrass. "I
think because the people
involved in the discussion were
seniors, it promoted a senior
direction."
Saturday will consist of a
two-man scramble, with two
members from each team in one
group. Sunday will be head to
head match play, where matches
will be drawn randomly.
The public is invited to attend
where no admission will be
charged. There will be a get
together Friday evening, beginning at 6:30 p.m. at the Miller
Memorial pavilion where pairings will be announced for
Saturday.

MURRAY JUNIOR TAILBACK
TRYING TO ETCH HIS NAME
INTO RECORD BOOKS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
hen head coach Lee Edwards brought the spread
offense to Murray High during the offseason,
he anticipated a strong reliance on the passing game.
• What he's gotten instead is one of the most prolific seasons ever enjoyed by a Tiger running back.
Enter junior tailback Jamie King, whose shifty
running style got him a whopping 348 yards at
eulton County last Friday and has him among the
elite backs to ever wear a Tiger jersey.
Tliftugh his offense might not have gone
the direction he thought it would go this season, Edwards finds it hard to argue with the
numbers King is putting up on the ground.
• "Nothing he's done this year has really
surprised me in the least," Edwards said.
"The sheer magnitude of the numbers, the
yardage, is a little bit surprising. But then
again. I've always known he's got a lot of skill and
he's such a fiery competitor."
Through eight games this season. King has carried for
1,508 yards, an average of 188.5 yards per game. With his 300-plus
performance last Friday, he eclipsed Heath's Chad Wright as the top
rusher in the state in Class 2A. He is the seventh leading rusher in the
state in all classes and second in western Kentucky, falling two spots
short of Fulton City's Dacron Williams, who is fifth.
King, however, will be the first to tell you his performance has been
no one-man act. The Tigers'
senior-led offensive line has
Top 10 KHSAA Rushers
given the tailback plenty of
STATEWIDE
holes to run through in
1 Adam Dials, Sheldon Clark
226 yds pigrn
Murray's past several games.
2 Cory Fams, Boone Co
225.6
3 David Bird. Tnmble Co
222 0
Four-year players Austin
4 Joe Roskopf. Lynn Camp
212.3
Wells, Justin Doyle and Devin
Daeron Williams. Fulton City
203 7
Graves anchor an 0-line that
6 Chris Riggs. Spencer Co
201 3
7. Jamie King, Murray
168.5
Edwards says has been steadily
177 8
6 Chad Wright Heath
improving from day one.
177 6
9 Ben Benedict Estill Co
"The 0-line, they do all the
176 4
)0 Chns Thomas Taylor Co
work," King said. "I think I do the
Cuss 2A
•
easy work. They make the hole for me.
188.5yds p/gm
). Jamie King, Murray
177 8
Chad Wright. Heath
Running behind Devin, Austin and
142 1
3 Allen Craynon, Prestonsburg
Doyle, there's a hole every time. Usually if
130 1
4 Kebbie Scott. Bardstown
I get stopped behind the line, it's because I
119 9
5 Zeth Rogers. Green Co
117 3
8 Brandon Clemons Bath Co
made a bad cut."
Troy Turner. Fort Campbell
115 2
While they may not be the best when it
104
S Brandon Bridges, Tngg Co
comes to raw talent. Edwards said he believes
9 Keith Welch. Carroll Co
100 9
Jessie
Underwood.
989
Green Co
10
the offensive line led by Doyle, Graves and Wells
is the best he's ever coached as a unit.
"We don't have anybody that compares to Corey Zirbel.
tin as a unit, this is the best," he said. "It's not even close."
The tackle-to-tackle quality of the offensive line may have something to do with how long they've
been playing together. For the three seniors, they've had almost six years of football together, beginning
seventh-graders at Murray Middle.
For the linemen, who are rarely recognized and never get statistical glory, Graves. Wells and Doyle
41 say their positive affirmation comes through the yardage King runs for.
' And with the Florida native racking up so many yards in just his junior season, whispers of what
(*Add possibly be a record-breaking career have begun trickling down to Edwards and the team.
Edwards said King ranks with the best running backs he's coached, both at Murray and elsewhere.

W

OVC ROUNDUP

Walker hired
as Associate
Commissioner
for Operations

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8
Times
Murray's Jamie King leads
all rushers in Class 2A and
is seventh in the state of
Kentucky. The junior tailback has 1,508 yards on
the season and is averaging 188.5.

litUTGERS 30, No. 2 SOUTH FLORIDA 27

Bull-ied out of Jersey
PISCATAWAY. N.J. (AP) ---- South Florida
flopped and No. 2 is up for grabs again.
Done in by Rutgers special teams tricks, the Bulls
became the third second-ranked team to lose in the
list three weeks, falling 30-27 to the Scarlet Knights
pit Thursday night.
USF (6-1, I-1 Big East) had its eight-game winning streak come to an end, no doubt to the delight of
Soston College. LSU, Oklahoma and the rest of the
teams hoping to grab the second spot in the BCS
%landings USF held this week.
After reaching the rankings for first time in the
-year history of South Florida football earlier this

season, the Bulls shot up the charts behind a quick
and hard-hitting defense and quarterback Matt
Grothe's dynamic playmaking.
Against Rutgers, the Bulls' defense got thumped.
Ray Rice ran for 181 yards on 39 carries and the
Scarlet Knights scored more points than any opponent had this season against USF.
Grothe was good, passing for 247 yards and a
touchdown and running for another score, but he also
took a pounding. Rutgers sacked him seven times
and preserved a three-point lead with two late defensive stands.

INAUGURAL EVENT
WILL ROTATE
AROUND AREA'S
3 COURSES

RICH SCHULTZ / AP
Kevin
Rutgers'
Brock (89) reacts
after catching a
touchdown pass on
a fake field goalattempt in the second half as Rutgers
defeated secondranked
South
Florida 30-27 at
Rutgers Stadium in
Piscataway, N.J.
Thursday night

Staff Report
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. —
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Commissioner
Jon
A.
Steinbrecher announced the hiring of Brad Walker as the
Associate Commissioner for
Operations/Chief
Operating
Officer on Friday. Walker will
begin his duties at the OVC on
Nov. 19.
Walker's responsibilities at
the OVC will include the dayto-day operations of the
Conference office, including
financial operations, as well as
developing
schedules and
providing oversight for select
sports. serving
as a liaison with
WsIkr
select officiating coordinators and coaching
groups, overseeing bidding for
and directing of NC AA championship events, assisting with the
Conference television and web
streaming properties and serving
as the director of the men's and
women's basketball tournament
among other things.
"Brad Walker will be an
excellent addition to the Ohio
•See WALKER,2B
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Gators
seek 21st
straight'W'
against UK
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
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•Murray Little League sign-ups will take place Oct. 23. Second
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FAN JAM

RACER BASKETBALL

10:00 am-11:00 am
RSEC
FEATURING:

• Men's & Women's
Basketball Teams
• Cheerleaders
• Dunker & Air Dunker
• The Racer Girls

• Fan Interactive Contests

• Giveaways
• Autographs
-
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CUSTOMERS wanted
Sandra D's, 946
293-3816
JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift idea.
Plan
now
for
Christmas!
270-328-8719
NOTICE
The contents of unit16 located at Hwy. 299
Mini storage will be
sold on Saturday,
October 20th 0 8:00
a.m due to abandonment
NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Breaktime
Billiards.
759-9303
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Lec/ger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Advice, help on all
problems of life.

Mrs. Ann

270-767-0508
Last and Farad
FOUND on 641S.
. young Lab. Appears to
be trained. Call and
1.0. 761-1175
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A child needs you!
Become a foster par
ent. up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443
9004
AVON: start today.
Earn and save for the
holidays. Part and fulltime help needed. 877420-6567

.
mai sign-up
0 a.m. The
5th grades
ale at 293-

BUSY
orthopaedic
office looking for casting tech and x-ray tech.
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 1055, Murray,
KY 42071.
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DEADLINES
Fri 11 ut
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$(1.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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SW*

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30
a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

7 30 p m

tars will be
gym. Tiger
5-6 p.m is year and
15th and
basketball
tars will be
rding the
53-5202 or
S.

515
WI
4141
11011
11110
ON
ON
WO
•
IN
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ADJUSTMENTS

COSMETOLOGIST
opening: MondayFriday. $10 hour, full
time with 401k, vacation & medical benefits. Fax resume to
270-44-4-0389
DIRECT Service Work.
Mon.-Sun. All shifts.
Benton,
Murray,
Paducah
Paid Training, Flexible
Schedules. Rewarding
Work.
270-767-1543

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage ai
muinyledger.com.
you will be redirected
to pkinetwoh.com
By default.
Murray and local job
linings will appear on
this weteste
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the inbrienvork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
oh linings Thank you
NOW taking *picadons tor MI positions
end all shift*. Apply
In porton at Sonic
Deve-In. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
• on. calls.

DO you love working
with adds/
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
APO/ at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

060
Hap Wanted

060
Help Raft

ftwoismok REPS/ MIDAMERICA

OPEN INTERVIEWS
-Manday-friday 9A1I-4Pat
-Saturday SAM-NOON
Now hiring local Murray positions
AM or PM Merchandising Position
Pepsi MidAmerica is seeking local enthusiastic individuals to work at the
store level and help bond customer rotations. Job requires maintenance of
in-store shelf space, inventory and displays_ Jobs require own transportation and requires fitting of 20 lbs. Must work some week-ends and nrghts.

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following
positions:
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time, SRNA 6A-2P fulltime. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066

Pepsi MidAmerica is accepting applications from qualified candidates for
a full time position in the sales execution of Pepsi products with a
Bachelors degree or 2 years of sales expenence.
At Pepsi MitiAmerica we offer 401k, Defined Pension Plan, Health
Insurance. Paid vacation, and opportunity for advancement!

LOCAL company now
hiring telephone marketing specialists. Full
and part-tIme positions
available. Training provided. 87-816 per
hour. Paid weekly. Cal
759-4956.
MORTGAGE
Protection Specialist
$50K+++FT/PT
call 270-293-0452
SECRETARY
PT/$8 an hour
Send Res to
INS4u1230gmail.com
STEVEN G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Staff
Accountant.
Benefits include 4-day
work
week. Email
resume
to
strive0sacora.com.
WORKING
parents
seeking experienced,
full/part-time day care
provider for newborn. If
interested, please call
293-4479 after 5PM.
References
are
required.
iChlkican
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience.
270-759-9553
WILL clean
houses/offices
Please call 293-5806

Computor
L

Connection
Swarms 752-043/1

Oxquir Soinigunto

Wow
I.
-IMOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified
Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3566

Territory Bales Representatives

~Off IntinfIl
1631 WI Miry 1141 N ININNON NY 42015
Attn: ~Aar Marto,
(270111317411011111
benttonartppopittnettanteriftacom
Pepsi MteLtInteetto Is on MANN Opportunity Ertypiloyer

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

IMMO
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. coin
and pocket loaf, co
Iew293-10199

CASH paid for
good. omit guns
Benson Spoiling
Goods, 519S 1281
Murray

11( * * *
it- 74

November 11, 2007
hi Honor of
Tom Berry

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of 1-480 &
Cinernax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901

Aircraft Carrier USS Midway
(1978-19791
Naval Special Warfare
Command: SEAL Team 2
(1979-19841
1
Only $11 per spot •(one person per photo, 20 word limit)
Double spots: $18 •(40 word limit)
Deiable:
2nd

Friday, November

The Purehate District Health Department is seeking
applications for the position of Health Educator. This
position is based in Mayfield. Kentucky with frequent travel District wide. Duties include providing
direct health education services to individuals and
community groups, assisting other agencies and
schools in health education program development.
developing health education materials and methods.
and staff/community-based professional development in health education programming.
Education/Expenencel Bachelor's degree from a college or university in health education, public/community health. Of school health education. Ho pnor
health education experience required.
This position offers an entry-level salary of $12.15
an hour. Possible increase in hourly wage during the
first year of employment. Excellent fringe package.
Applications may be secured at any area Purchase
District Health Center. Pre-employment screening
required. Resumes DO NOT substitute for applications. Copies of transcripts MUST be submitted with
the applications to the Purchase District Health
Department by the end of business, October 30,
2007 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing. and Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

TOP SALES PROS NEEDED
If you are interested in having the benefits
that a top pro deserves, you need to come see
us at Shelby Automotive and apply now. We
are looking for 3 of the TOP performers in
Western Kentucky in automobile sales to
make our dealership the hest place to buy
your next vehicle
Benefits Include:
• $50.000/year guarantee
• Demo Bonus Program
• Insurance and Benefit Package
Experience is hea necessary! We are only
looking for the BEST in the area!
Paul Ruff Sales Manager
Shelby Automotive
270-247-WI

(1) Model TR5X standard wheelchair, to
transfer shower bench,
(1) bedside potty chair.
753-2307
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package. 6-7 person, lots of jets, digital,
ozoneator. water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
must sell $3,600.
(573)300-1031
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
ELIZABETHAN 60' roll
rim cast iron claw foot
tub, excellent condition, $2,000 OBO.
46" 8HP pull behind
bush
hog
mower,
$350.
White ZTR 60" 18HP
mower, $500 OBO.
270-489-2086,
270-293-6305
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

Callowdy Cour 1.
ictorial History
Family History,
Books
75q-4938
MEADE Tisteecop•
Bin.
SchmidtCassegram,
UTCH
Codings, computerized
GO TO, used less than
2 hours, like new in
box, no tnpod, $1.400.
731-641-2898
MEADE Telescope
Bin., Schmidt-Chretien.
UTCH codings, computerized GO TO, digital color camera, with
tripod, new in box.
never used, $2,300.
Case w/ six eye pieces
available.
731 -641 2896
STRAW for sale $250
bale 227-7352.
753-4582

at 5.03 p.m.

Bring payment photo this torm &cog with a self addressed stamped
envelope during office hours Mon -Fn , 730AM-500PM or mail to Murray
Ledger and Times AIM Classifieds P0 Box io40 Murray KY 42071
In Honor or In Memory (circle one)
Name of Veteran:
Rank'

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Branch of Service:

Date of Service:

WARD ELKIN%

Message :

(270) 753-1713

.
4

t
rIOUr Name
Pailikeisa

HEALTH EDUCATOR

Velerans

r A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

Appliances

Attache
For fleas

AIIII

,,*c3afuth Our,

NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package, retails
$4,500. selling for
$1,500, must
sell
(573)300-1031

Full-time/Part-time RN for busy
[
Mira to Buy
medical practice. Must be licensed
in the state of Kentucky. Will need
GOOD used retrigera
tors, electric ranges,
good phone, organizational and
gas heaters, air condipeople skills. Must be willing to
tioners,
baseboard
work a flexible schedule. Please
heaters. Used carpetsend resume and cover letter to: ing. 753-4109
P.O. Box 1040-F, Murray, KY 42971

An Equal Opportunity Employer

$100 for old cars
campers
trucks,
boats/frailer motors
270-564-7575
270-227-8037

Artdes
For Sais

NICE ladies' plus size
clothes. Call before
2PM or after 7PM tor
appointment. 489-2869

FULL-TIME babysitter
in my home. Includes
light
housekeeping.
Must be at least 18.
Expenence preferred.
270-227-5853

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week.
$9hr after paid training
Benefits
1-888-974-JOBS
T079100207

150

LESS than a year old
couch, glider rocker.
227-5749 or 227-5753,
leave message
OAK gas ventless fireplace.6 exterior french
doors. 270-354-8255
or 270-703-6735

Equanwat
1967 Chevrolet 2 ton
grain truck. No dump
bed. 489-2970

gaR-ad

i

FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424
Mobile Noma For Sale
1995
Fleetwood
Reflection 16)(80' 38R
2BA. New laminate
wood floors and fans.
Recently paintedmienor. Front and rear
decks,
refrigerator,
oven, washer, dryer
and C/H/A unit included. $15,000 will negotiate. Call 227-1124
2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft. front
porch and brick Negri°
skirting. 28R, IBA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001
280
Notilk Homes For ROW
14X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768
2BR 2BA, nice large
yard, $450 month
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental 761-RENT
SMALL 28R in country
References required

759-1837

ricEl

pertiewits For Rent

1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets. Leave a message 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

444.

Phone
Airam 72iirm :
i
vy of.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1BR $250 month. Call
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental 761-RENT.
1BR apartment. All utilities paid. $350 per
month plus deposit.
270-227-4325
1BR low utilities, no
pets, $245/mo.
753-3949
1BR with appliances.
Some utilities paid.
$300 per month plus
deposit. 752-0456
1BR, various locations,
$2004300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
in
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

..6

Apartments For Fled
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

2 or 36R duplex,
CA-1/A. 1 or 2BR apt.
753-1252 day, 7530606 night. 761-3694
2BR
IBA
duplex.
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Or. 270-753-0259
28R Apt $275
2BR house $375
753-3415
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR 2BA, all appliances. central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898

The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times
.3-1916

603 Chestnut, 3 BR, 2
bath apt. Deposit, reference, lease.
270-227-3331

Full-time 2PM-10PM. Prefer experience, but
will train Pleasant atmosphere, good working
conditions. Apply in person at Fern Terrace
Lodge
EOE

[Douses For Rent
2, 3 & 4BR houses.
Lease
&
deposit
required. 753-4109
3BR 1.58A, immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets. References and
deposit required. 1116
Fairlane Dr. $750 per
month. 270-293-4602
3BR, 1-1/2BA, S.W. of
town, large yard, appliances, 6700/mo. +
deposit, references,
NO PETS. 293-0247

WargarnS

DUPLEX apartment.
Like new, located in
Northwood. Carport,
2BR. all appliances
with gas heat and central air. $575 per
month. Phone 7533018

subscribe to the ...
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
3.'.
WI00
3
ma6 mo.
6550. .....
1
1 yr. ---$104.1110

DUPLEX. 2-BR, 1 1/2
bath,all appliances.

$525/mo. 436-5685
Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mall
Sulaceptions
$7c 00
3 mo.--471130 3.o.
6...-S%.00
6lao.
1 yr.-.--$O6.00 1 yr.-...--6145.00

DUPLEX: 1300A

(Peryor &

Vattennvood Dr.
S400/mo. 759-9920 or
293-1446
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom;
unfurnished ($345) All
appliances inducting
washer and dryer.
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085

Check

Money Order

hVC

Name

City

State
2BR duplex.
Carport. No pets. 227- I Daytime Ph
3054 or 753-7457
VERY nice 38R 2.58A
near university. All
appliances furnished
month
$750
plus
deposit 752-0313

Visa

St Address

NICE

CMA/CNA

44.

1
1

Zip

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger a Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071

Or call (270)753-1916
is

-• m -
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CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Friday, October 19, 2007

Murray Ledger & limes

Stun h

•

sl,k1 Real Estate /111(4;01/

Ted kw
38FI, 1BA, Einck, 306
S 15th No pets
S475/mo 759-4826

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

YARD SALE
1705 Ridgewood Dr.
(off of Wiswell rd.)
Saturday
8:00-11:00

YARD
SALE
1101 Fairlane
, Drive
Sat., Oct 20
lots of stuff

3 bedroom 2 2 bath
A on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.
753-2905 • 270-293-8595

Furniture, stereo, TV,
computer printer, girls
14/16 clothes, women's
plus size clothes,
household Items,
much more.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Colt (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 zm M-F

J811. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
NOW roiling
1.ixatrd JI '20 S 4th St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
IAINISTORAGE
onside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
-We sell boxes!
•We rent U Hauls
753-9600

liP

ommerciol Pratt
For Salo

FLORIST/GIFT Shop
for sale Call
270-2932375
Caewarleal Prop. For Rint
2.000 square term
office space and
adjoining 1.000 square
feet living space down
town 978 0698
MURRAY
Courtsquare Prime
retail location tor rent
or lease Over 1800 sq
It Available Nov 2007
i8651705.5812
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753 2905
293-1480
VERY nice commercial
building tor lease in
Murray area Over
8800 SF Great for
retail. °ewes restaurant. or any kind of
business Has parking
lot central hie, and
security
system
$1 800/mo
270-293-9349

YARD SALE
121N Coldwator,
left Badmen corn. 1
mi., left Jonas Or,
Fri & Sat
7:00-4:00
Furniture, tewelry,
toys, books. clothes
size 0-plus.
much more
No early sales

YARD SALE
156 Washington Dr
Alm
Saturday
Oct., 20th
7:00 AM- 4 00 PM
F all winter 8, spring
maternity clothes boy
& girl infant clothes 8
etc krtchen items
lamps. glassware 8,
other clothing

YARD SALE
16th St. & 121
Bypass
Sat., Oct. 20
Large clothes.
toys, house items
knick knacks
Something for
everyone

DOG Obedience
436-2858
RAT Tenter puppies
ready to go 87500
Atso adult Rat Terriers
ranciong from
$50 00-to 5100 00
Good breeding stock
Selling out 753-2293

Kubota tractor mower box blade, concrete
mixer, post hole digger, welders & accessories,
hand & power tools. Valve grinding machine,
boring bar. 30ton press. garden tractor lawn
mowers, gauges, meters sun service equipment, air compressors, cage fans, shelving, tool
boxes, lacks, gas heaters and more'

antique chifforobe & more, lighted display case, nice small chest freezer, tin
front cabinet, lamps, small tables, electronics, Ken Holland print, baby clothes,
nice women's clothes, sporting goods, 2
pc. sectional couch, lots more.

YARD SALE
3048 Us Hwy 641N
Parking lot of
Riley's used
furniture
Set. Oct 20th
8-2

YARD SALE
1707 Calloway
Ave
Sat., Oct. 20th
7:00 AM
Bedroom.
living room,
dining room
furniture
kitchenware
glassware, clothes
01989.1rosir•
‘'t • 1-, e •-

1,

1

1114410.106‘.•• erase.*

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
2011 Wlswell
Rd. W.
Saturday
6:30AM-1PM
clothes little girls
pink bedroom
accessories home
decor other misc
items

YARD SALE
2130 BrInn Rd
Across from
Sullivan's gotf
course
Saturday only
5 30-2:00

GARAGE SALE
80 to Van Cleave,
left on Carl Crisp,
right on 163, Dew
Lane. Almo
Saturday
7:011?

Power wheel.
swingeel Childs .1 0

Home furnishings,
baby items, girls
clothes 0-31,
other misc.

512 Washington.
Almo, off Coles
Campground
Sat. only • 7AM-2PM
dour* togging
stroller discounted
Arbonne 40. piece
Coralle dishes home
decor gently used
name brand baby
clothes

YARD SALE
641N, left on
Flint, left on
Wratfter, 2nd
drive on left
Saturday
Oct., 20th
7-1
Furniture
lots of misc

MULT1-PARTY
YARD SALE
641S to midway,
rt 2 miles, kin
Bakees-Croserood.
2nd house right
Saturday
8-2

rector toys mower golf
cart cioidren adutt
clottong nrs,seorse

YARD SALE

furniture, grandfather clock, clothes,
toys, books. glass.
Too much to list

NEIGHBORHOOD
YARD SALE
Bendetleid Lane
N 121, left at 24
mile marker
Friday &
Saturday
all day
Chnstmas trees,
baby clothes tv.
lawn mower

1IJ
Mena, Ickleer•limn Fah
Flaimaaas Cal Iihelkir
wal Nafr adkertg•ki
{gamma igg
-•
,lera,M s agikratkv his
g-nir. Imitation or .1,•••
Ivied

On fihr
M11,
1M1.

Mt*. Irrnamkw.
'loon

table 5 chairs

SPORTS
CARD SALE

- • ..

NEON
MINI-STORA

641S to Midway,
right on I828W,
Ilith house on right
Sat • 8AM-2PM
sports cards Nascar
rereading Norm toys
Repair tor Outs
WA autographed
card for SI proceeds
lo Santa Propel

1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
novae Make New tires
great condition Call
'53-2905 or 293 8595

ccousetvoid items
mower
is.ectnc weedeater
toys. baskets, hohdaY
decor. comforters. and
clothing for al

L •

national ginpri
gut, nuke Arr. kti.•• •,

'sr•

ark

NEW HOME
COMPLETION THIS WEEK!
North of Town On Wells Ptudom
1,730 sq. ft. living space plus garage
3 BR, 2 bath, master suite, fireplace, vaulted ceilings, dining room
w/wood floors, dishwasher & range
included, deck, concrete drive.
Well built by a very
experienced builder.
Buy Now & Save Broker Fees
$136,900.00

Call Sam @ 270-254-6121

,

Sr I.•
bikini...I are

.4
,rr hcti, ini,wmnir.1
'Si' all d•riltrg,
tla1k on an

N.A./port.

For 11/41/Tawarszat wit Pas

ikon% Aden= risyntsr-

etaikt
coma
s7411m.i,
direesexte

dames For Ws

II ItIII* "ittill'il70;"

3135b Si 811 41, North • Mayfield. KY 47066 14,W
17/0) 24/ 32b3 800 3804318
iefl
MUST Sell! Priced
Men
weansite: www.harriaiseetkies.unni
under appraisal; 3
bdr/2 bath, 2.800.
sq.ft.; 3 stall garage.
270-227-6850
NEW 38R, 2-Bath, 1998 Dodge 1500 king
2,430 sq ft. w/1,730 sq. cab. 4W0. tilt, cruise,
TR.AN'IS
NEED A
II . living area. Misty air, p/w, pit, new
ASI'llAI:1'
tires.
MKTAI, R(X)F?
Meadows Subdivision $7,500 080.
in Oaks Country Club 759-1369
CALL
.5 11.4,114.
Area. 293-1681 or
(2701752-0414
1115.5 I It 55 Is
94 Chevy 1500, 350
293-0234
Ask torDarren
VEI, 200,000 miles.
270-753-2279
OPEN House &
Nightengale
761-4846
Attendance Prize
BACKHOE &
1982
Chevy
short
Drawing Monday
TRUCKING
wheel base. 350
10/22/07 from 5.0010
5 acre residential/corn
NEED HELP?
ROY HILL
motor, 51,500.
~dal
Murray 7:00 PM.3 bedroom,
0c1100110
81114
AInl.
05,000. 978-1880 Brick Home with Large $1,500 227-3116
white rock.
Mark Frednck RE/Max work shop1687
No job too
.
436-2113
Brewers HWY. Hardin
REA
Flee estimates.
Dozer wart & Track
.KY
Mark
Caws
(731)267-3001
LAKE Bargain! 1+
hoe
Fredrick RE/MAX
(731)363-3511
acre lake access with
R.E.A
MOTOR
Calloway
270-978-18
home
H.R.
80
free boat slips.
Neptune 36' diesel
Trash Servire
$29.900 Great terms
pusher. 8 KW these
Quicker. Better.
Call 800-704-3154
▪ AUTOMATED BILLING
generator, 2 slides
Cheaper.
II CONTAINERS AVAIL
queen bed, lacks, 4dr
▪ RATES STARTING AT
Lamp
fridge whce maker
VS/MO
B U. camera, electric
741-37441 213-44)45
5 to 295 acres Wes
awning, extended war
14. 15 16 inch
Calloway
NADEAU'S
293-8688
Posstbe
ranty. 24K miles.
Starting at 520
owner financing 489Construction
S98,500. More into call
mounted
2116, leave message
•Floonng -Decks
731-641-2898
*Vinyl siding *All
460
Can 753-5606
30
Home Improvements
(270)976-2111
Illig:111;111
OWN WNW*
Licensed/Insured
110 Ash St.
L&M
•
DAVID'S
Cleaning
2005 black Mercury
LAWN SERVICE
Service. All external
Water Damaged Floors
Manner V6, 4x4,
Mowing, Manicuring, cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
1BA brick Pn
Braces &Floor Joists
black/tan interior,
lands< aping &
Remodeling 8 Plumbing
etc. (270)527-7176
below $30(' clean. Senous
leaf Vaiuuming
DNJ HANDYMAN
qualified
David GallIMOre, 0119701
inquiries only. 21MPG.
Satisfaction guaranteed
We do all the odd lobs
752-0456 • 978-0742
Will Do Insurance Work
227-1879, 492-8017
753-1816 227-0611
you don't have time
Visa &MasterCard Accepted
for
313R-1 5BA brick home
2002 Nissan Xterra,
YOUR AD
Painting, siding, id:As,
Immaculate move-in 4WD, 63,xxx miles.
COUI.D BE.
condition $114,900
decks
excellent condition.
1116 Fairlane,
HERE FOR
293-5438
$10.200 759-3900
/1111M111
270-293-4602
ONLY $75.00
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
A MONTH
EXECUTIVE home in
Used Cu.
sources reliable, but
CALI. 7.51•1916
Murray. unique design
inaccuracies do occur.
with aN amenities. 1
2004 Pontiac Grand 436-2867 Lamb's
Readers using this
acre wooded lot,
Prix
Absolutely Professional Tree
information do so at
replacement cost
loaded Black with tan Service Complete tree
their own risk, Although
$500.000 sale price
leather interior Heads removal, gutter
persons and comp,
$316.000 by owner
up display 67,000 cleaning, hauling, etc
rites mentioned herein
FUTRELL'S Tree
(270)753-9686
miles
1
owner
are believed to be repInsured.
Service
$13,995
436-5141 A-AFFORD- Trimming, removal, utable. The Murray
FOR Sale/Lease 3BR 270-293-4602
ABLE Hauling. Clean stump grinding, tire. Ledger & Times, not
2BA lakefront property
wood. Insured. 489- any of its employeeS
w/ dock. 2-1/2 car 2003 Impala, tinted out garages. gutters.
accept any responsibil•
2839.
windows. stock CD 'link it tree work.
9Kra9s wiRPI
Ity whatsoever for their
player, power seats A to El
270-759-9046,
Moving Local
activities
and power locks wrth and long
270.978-3953
distance
remote entry $5,809
moves Call Brian at
293-5404
270-705-41
56
I‘1‘111 \I I
Kingston Auu
Ill li I 17.1 I II I' 1977 Rolls Royce
A-1 Jos's Mower
r
Silver Wraith II Good
repair. pick-up, delivFREE to a good home:
Condition Will take
100 Cain Drive
ery
438-2867
6 year old male tabby
best offer within next 2
Murray, KY
& 3 year old female
`F"• ";•"'F' Pnir
weeks 731-247-5643
A-I Stump Removal
i - il\
ilk IF • g rill
Both
are
fixed,
Fully insured 437•
declawed & had shots,
3044
prefer they go together;
LAKE Area - $27,500 Cat
lovers
AAA HANDYMAN
only,
. two bedroom week(270)293-7
030
AI types of carpentry,
ender- storm cellar SAM-10PM
2001 Red GMC Sierra additions, decks
detached building with
2WD extended cab Hauling. dean up sr*.
electricity Cat
SLT. 98.000 mites with Garage, yards.
Connie 0 CENTURY
CD and tape player
buildings
21 Loretta Jobs
$10.995 Call
Prompt dependable
Realtors 753-1492
227-3319 after 5prn
Free 418818881111
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built, KY Lake
$69,900 Only one!
Call owner 615-5155550
PRIME lakefronClike
view and access
acreages at bargain
prices.
kylakesale.com or
call 800-704-3154
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David's .
Home
Improvement

T

731-247-5422

Free
Pallets

Calhoon Construction,

General Contracting
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753.3111111
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REAL ESTATE FURNITURE - GLASSWARE - TOOLS
FURNITURE r
2 Trunka, Steel Wardrobe, Drop Leaf table, Zenith
irze,u,le
Metal Storage Cabinets, Maple Hindi, Curio Henri, Dining
Room 'rabic w/ 6 Chairs, Wooden Pantry, Singer Sewing Machine & Cabinet.
AMAMI Chest .lype Freeze,, Comer Hutch, Full Site Solid Maple Bedroom
Suite (Bed.()nwer,Clew Of 13ranwrrs Se Night Stand), Bassett Full Size Bed
WI(lest(If 1)rawer. & 1/resset. Recliner., 2 Couch.", love Seat,(:orfet
lilac& End 'tables. Window Unit, Eallt:iiit Bike, Microwave Can,Quilts,
Suit Canes.
GLASSWAItE/MISC..
Plates, Blender, lamps,(',mike/arc, Cookie Jars,
Set, sock Pots, Iron Skillets, Pyrex Bowls, Core& Dishes, Tupperware limn, lamps. Mirrors. figurines, Hand Painted Plates, Hewer Vase. Salt
& Pepikar Shakers. Books.
TOOLS/MOWERS stiP s.uppet Riding Mower, Push Mower, Front lines
I dim ()Id Coif Cart. Wheel Barrow. Electric Weed Eater, Step ladders, Hand
look.(Carden limb. Wasit
DOU.S/DOLL ACCESSORIES- 250 1)016, 1)011 Chain, Doll Stands, IMO Beds.
1M11 Cradles.
UAL LiTkrla IS", Down I3ak oa Sala. 13.11.kiWc in 30 than.. Ik1,akc logo Inkpralion, Prox
I., Dar OI 'yak. NV. Will B. 14,
1•11
,
X1'14 SO Alrad Ikrol hanit Waikag, Yoe Mar ViC•
Paggivagiv Anytime him Du Auction Pot 8y(:anteoing I Is Salo% 4,303
A lirs.
I/kikTrs Btemium Will It. Addrd re final Nil Fri..', And Included Iii tin,- Contract
Priet
kilLSONAL PROPEJITY: Cash ix
Os. or !isle. Wiiti New.,
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USED TIRES

800 Meadow
Lane
Sat., Oct. 20
7AM-?

r

Computer pnnser
turoeure

or Lots in

Eu

jaz
,80 ill

divot au
saes clothes nee
chnstmas yard Oscura
tiona boors OA is

REGISTERED by and
Tiny Toy Poodles
(270)489-2761

Ikontes

GREAT LOCATION! CLOSE TO MAYFIELD
/UST MINUTES FROM MURRAY, KY ON NWT. 94 EAST.

Cloth**, clothes, clothes!!
Extra nice men's and women s name
brand clothing, purses, exercise bike,
oriental rug, computer desk and chair.
oak TV cabinet and television, pictures,
furniture and much more clean
merchandise

1705 College Farm Rd.
Saturday • 7AM

6565 SIAIT MIL/YE 94 EAST'
Bang A 2 Bedroom. I Barh home
Featuring laiiptriving Room,
Kitchen. I Ludwood Floors & Nicr
I CAI' Gar.qtA.. Situated 'Nri A 90'
x 240 Size Lot.

csaott:2

GARAGE SALE
759 Johnny Robertson Rd. S.
Saturday October 20th
7:30 to 1:30

2 PARTY
GARAGE SALE

a

DACHSHUND.
Miniature Doberman
mix puppies 9 weeks
old 550
270-474972.'

^

WS() Itohertson Kr!.

3 PARTY YARD SALE
YARD SALE
1617 Campbell St.
Sat., Oct. 20th
7-7
Computer desk, home
stereo. DVDS, Xbox
360 games. mat•
tress/box spongs.
Dicasi, furniture Infant
Halloweei,
Intent ,
10 18mtns toys
playpens misc

II
Ia Semis.
2 Bauer Hounds, tricolor, gorgeous $275
270-875-2005

2412 State Route 121 South
Fri., Oct 19th 6AM-4PM
Sat., Oct. 20th 6AM-6PM

TIONt 6565 & 6620 State Route 94 East,
Sedalia, Ky(Fr
(Fri-City).
. cti Signs Posted!!

6620 STATE ROUTE 94 EAST' Being
A? Bedroom 1 Bash Alurnimun Skiing
liumr featuring Living Room. Utility
Room Brealtlaai Area. (
I „at Carpon.
Other Lenore, lintiolt ifardwood Hoots
& A COOkrete Drive, AU Settled On A
70' x
Size Lot. House Is Ready To
Mi..- Imo

TOOL SALE
FOR Rent
Boat .5 RV storage
12x36 unas
11x12 garage doors
Monthlyozearty rates
(270)978-0559

MMUS
NOME MHOS &
KA EMI

Saturday Oct. 27'2007
@ 10:00 AM

iii,

2711-7/1 1-1111 1

Commercial / Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790

Cell: 270-978-1007

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE
PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

%sp)t \I I
Nlitt
I'd% in
11;11i

YEARRY S
Tree
Free estimates. Phone
4.36-2582, 227-0267

Seflital.

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-338-S288

Loading
Dock of
Murray
Ledger &
Times
First Come First Serve
Please No
Phone Calls
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HI years ago
Dr. Tony Brannon has been
promoted to the position of chair
for the department of agriculture at Murray State University.
Mary Fuhrmann is the featured artist for this year's "Artist
of the Year" by the Murray An
Guild. Her exhibit will run
through Oct. 31.
Births reported include a boy
to Bryan and Jennifer Underhill, Sept. 29. and a girl to
Gretchen and Brad Young, Oct.
l
2.0 years ago
Published is a picture of Robert
Trenholm, David Cathey and Tony
13ayless, members of the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue, getting some
practice in fire safety and rescue techniques as they crawled
through a smoke-filled room. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Donna Newcomb.
Barry Williams, 27, Rt. 2,
Hazel, died Oct. 18 from injuries
sustained in a traffic accident on
Ky. 94 East.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 17-6 over Graves
County Eagles in a football game
at Mayfield.
30 years ago
Fire destroyed a stock and
hay barn on the farrn of Teddy
and Sherwood Potts on KY. 121
North in the Coldwater bottom
area. Also destroyed were 600
bags of corn and soy bean crushed
meal and over 1,200 bales of
hay.
Murray High School Tigers
won 19-13 in a double overtime
over Marshall County Marshals
in a football game.
Murray State University Racers won 13-9 over Middle Tennessee in a football game.
40 years ago
John E. Outland and Ronald

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Oct. 19, the
292nd day of 2007. There are 73
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct 19, 1781, British troops
•under Gen. Lord Cornwallis surrendered at Yorktown, Va., as the
American Revolution neared its
end.
On this date:
In 1765, the Stamp Act Congress, meeting in New York, drew
up a declaration of rights and lib-

Aunt raising troubled nephew
must fend off hostile critic

T. Edwards of Murray have enlisted in the United States Army
under the Army's Buddy Basic
DEAR ABBY: I recently
Training Plan.
accepted the honor of raising
Murray Kiwanis Club is holdmy I0-year-old nephew,'Matt'
ing its fourth annual donut sale
I have a daughter, "Sierra,"
today in homes in Murray. They
who is also 10. Sierra's father
are being assisted by members
is being a jerk about my raisof Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity
at Murray State University.
ing someone else's child. He
Mr. and Mrs. B.K. Trevathan
claims that by having Matt in
will be married 50 years Oct.
the house, I
26.
am "taking
50 years ago
away' from
Published is a map of the
our daughproposed superhighway which has
ter. She calls
been approved between Cairo,
him
the
and Nashville. Tenn., which will
brother she
pass through Calloway County
has always
near Murray.
wanted.
Willard Byrd of Rt. 3, MurMatt was
ray, died from injuries sustained
Dear Abby in trouble in
when his car collided with a
the past. He
train at the crossing on East
has issues
Main Street, Murray, at 6:45 a.m.
By Abigail
because he
yesterday. His wife, Valeria Byrd,
Van Buren
has
been
was injured.
passed around a lot. We're dealBirths reported at Murray Hosing
with
it as a family. Matt
pital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. C.L. Cherry, a boy to Mr. is getting used to the fact that
I
am not going to throw him
and Mrs. John Lloyd Allen. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Karl Husaway no matter what he does,
sung and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. and he's straightening up. He's
Charles Paschall.
a great kid.
60 years ago
What should I do about the
The Almo Boy Scout Troop fact that my daughter's dad won't
60 with Taz Galloway as scoutstop with the "he has parents,
master held its Court of Honor let them raise him" remarks?
at Almo High School with about
If I send Matt back, I know
325 persons present. W.B. Miller, he'll
end up in jail. He's doing
school principal, gave the welwell here. I told Sierra's father
come address.
to mind his own business and
Jack Mayfield of Murray will
I will handle mine, but he's being
exhibit his Jersey at the Allhateful about it toward me and
American Jersey Cattle Show to
be held Oct. 22-25 in Colum- our daughter. I know you'll
have something good for me,
bus, Ohio.
Abby. Please share. -- CONMurray State College Thoroughbreds won 14-7 over Mem- CERNED AUNT IN NORTH
CAROLINA
phis State in a football game.
DEAR
CONCERNED
AUNT: Nowhere in your let-

CrtICS.
In 1812, French forces under
Napoleon Bonaparte began their
retreat from Moscow.
In 1864, Confederate Gen. Jubal
A. Early attacked Union forces at
Cedar Creek, Va.; the Union troops
were able to rally and defeat the
Confederates.
In 1936, H.R. Ekins of the
New York World-Telegram beat
out Dorothy Kilgallen of the New
York Journal and Leo Kieran of
The New York Times in a round-

flights that lasted 18 It2 days.
In 1950, during the Korean
War, United Nations forces entered
the North Korean capital of
Pyongyang.
In 1960, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower imposed an embargo
on exports to Cuba covering all
commodities except medical supplies and certain food products.
In 1967, the U.S. space probe
Mariner V flew past Venus.

DEAR ABBY: My mother
recently killed herself. She had
been in pain for a long time
and couldn't take it anymore.
My two young daughters - ages 6 and 8 -- have asked
me several times, "How did
Nana die?" I told them Nana
had been in a lot of pain for
a long time, and then she died.
They continue to ask, though,
how she died. I searched on
the Internet, and many sources
say to tell them what happened,
but I feel they are too young.
Also, my dad doesn't want me
to tell them specifics. He feels
they are too young to know
she killed herself with a gun.
What should I do? When is
the right time to tell them?
How should I tell them? Please
advise me because I have no
idea how to handle this, and
most parenting resources don't
address this situation. -- LOVING
DAUGHTER
AND
MOTHER
DEAR LOVING DAUGHTER: I have a hunch that the
reason your daughters "continue to ask" how Nana died is
they either already know the
answer and want confirmation,
or people have clammed up
about it in their presence to
the point they know something
is wrong.
You should sit them down
and ask them why they have
been asking that question. Then
tell them the truth -- that Nana
was sick and in pain and ended
her life earlier than anyone wanted her to.
You did not mention whether
your mother killed herself
because she was in physical or
psychological pain. If it was
the latter, it's important that
your daughters understand in
the coming years that depression can run in families, that
there is help for it, and that
they can come to you if they
need to talk about anything
that is troubling them.
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Kickoff stand
Crow's sound
Hat part
Thickening
agent
13 Whopper
14 Vibes
15 Get clean
160z or tsp
17 Whodunit suspect
18 Sees fit
20 Given to back
talk
21 Wassail
alternative
22 Rapper Lil —
23 Jargon
26 Fiasco
30 Flightless bird
31 Atom fragment
32 Rowboat need
33 Shouting
36 Mountain chain
38 Genre
39 Place to winter
40 Laud
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in bowel problems

ter did you refer to 'the father
of your daughter" as your husband. In this case, that may
be a good thing. It implies that
he is not under your roof spreading his poison.
In most relationships, one
party is more dominant than
the other. In your case, I hope
the dominant party is you,
because you must draw a line
in the sand that Sierra's father
can't cross. The price he will
have to pay for having a relationship with you and your
daughter will be that he can
no longer bad-mouth your
nephew or your choice to raise
him.
I know this isn't a decision
that can be made lightly, but
the question you must answer
is. In the scheme of things,
which "man" in your life is
more important to you?

DEAR DR. GOTT: This
is in response to a letter from
a 66-year-old female with
bowel problems. She stated
she often had to get to a bathroom quickly and, in one
instance, shortly after having
a salad at a
restaurant. I
had
the
same problem
for
years
and
was finally
"cured"
when
my
current doctor put MC
L)r Gott on
a wheat/
gluten By
free
diet.
Dr. Peter Gott
My previous
doctor, after all the usual tests,
diagnosed it as "rapid transit."
Salads are usually accompanied by bread or croutons,
and a lot of salad dressings
have wheat in them. Following a wheat-free diet is not
easy, since wheat and gluten
are in so many products, but
it is well worth it. I would
encourage anyone with this type
of bowel problem to try avoiding wheat.
DEAR READER: Gluten
sensitivity can be tricky to
diagnose because, in part, doctors don't keep it at the top
of their lists of diagnoses. You
were fortunate to have a skillful doctor.
With respect to the reader's symptoms, I should mention that monosodium glutamate can also produce pro-

found bowel action. MSG is
used as a flavor enhancer. It
may be sprayed on lettuce and
can really spoil a nice meal.
Reaction to MSG is not an tiller-

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
it 54-year-old female who has
been on HCTZ for the past
four years for hypertension. I
had never been on any other
medications. In July 2007,1 was
put on lisinopril. In August
2007, I developed an upperrespiratory cough diagnosed as
bronchial. I still have a cough
that causes me to vomit at
times, with a dry throat and
teary eyes. I was taken off of
lisinopril and put on indeed,
and I still have this chronic
cough every day and worse
when I sleep. I am using an
Advair inhaler for a 60-day
round. I don't think these last
two medications are helping
because I still have this chronic cough. Do all ACE inhibitors
cause coughing? Is there something you might suggest I ask
my doctor about?
DEAR READER: Lisinophl is often associated with a
dry, chronic cough that may
last for several weeks after the
drug is stopped. Your new
medication is a beta-blocker
that does not cause cough. Be
patient. The cough should disappear with time.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Hypertension."

I.
are declarer with the West
hand at Three Notrump, and North,
who opened the bidding with three
spades, leads the queen of spades.
flow would you play the hand'?
West
East

the picture, and you later force out
South's club ace to make four
notrump. If South has the king, the
finesse succeeds, and you make at
least four notrump.
Thus, it is clearly correct to attack
hearts before clubs. If you were to
attack clubs first, you would go
down whenever South had the ace of
410 963
•KQJ 2
clubs and North the king of hearts.
2. You are declarer with the West
2. Oddly enough, the best play is
hand at Font Hearts, and North leads to let North's ten of hearts win the
th'c heart ten. How noul you ginyinutlaist wield This assures She conthiet if
the hand? '
the trumps are divided no worse than
West
tail
4-2,since you have 10 tricks three
•A83
•K96
hearts, two spades and five clubs —
waiting to be cashed after you duck
the heart.
If you won the first heart, the contract would be in jeopardy. Suppose,
for example, you took the trick and
I. North probably has seven led a diamond, hoping to ruff one
spades and either the club ace or later in dummy. The defense would
heart king. If he has them both, your win and play another heart, and if
cause is hopeless, so you start by you took this also and played another
assuming he has only one of them,
diamond, the defense would lead a
The key is to eliminate North's third round of trumps.
entry before his spades become
If the trumps then turned out to be
established, and the question is divided 4-2, you could try to run the
which suit to attack first. Strange as it clubs in an attempt to dispose of your
might seem, the proper approach is last diamond on the fourth club. But
not to force out the ace of clubs but if the first, second or third club got
to win the spade lead in dummy and ruffed by the defender with the
finesse the queen of hearts,
fourth trump, he would cash a diaIf North has the king, he is out of mood to put you down one.

43 Heifer
46 Explorer
Ponce de —
47 Veer
48 Where Anna
taught
50 Mrs
Shakespeare
51 BulifIght cheer
52 Beige
53 Makeshift
coathanger
54 The "Velvet
Fog" Torme
55 JFK lender

1 Playing marble
2 Major Hoople's
word
3 Relieve
4 Trolley sound
5 Targets
6 Rainy
7 Caribbean
islands
8 Wishes undone
9 Pupil's place

LOB
GYRO

UND FACE
TOE AMOS
CIRM VETS
DREAD WOMAN
151CDC
EAR ERASE DAY
OBEY
BETA
OACHTS D I ADEIZI
DIOR
piX AM
TEN COAST SIL
TRAMS AMA N A
OREO AHA AUDI
AHEM HEM STIR
TOME ASP KEA
10 Queen of
Scots
12 Thick-skinned
mammal
19 Came down
with

20 Family mem
22 Cowboy
— Maynard
23 Alcott girl
24 Caviar
25 Milk qty
26 Lab or boxer
27 Opposing
28 Not keep up
29 Before
31 Squid's
weapon
34 A Barrymore
35 — -advised
36 Race the
engine
37 Pasts flavor
39 Wooden rod
40 Gusto
41 Warrior
Princess
42 Braxton or
Tennille
43 Cotton unit
44 Shaving
mishap
45 "Fatha" Hines
47 — Kippur
49 Corsage
flower

OUR GREATEST LINEUP,
OUR GREATEST WARRANTY,
AND YOUR EASIEST
DECISION EVER.
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2008 JEER LIBERTY
'STANDARD V6 ROWER
•STANDARD ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM
•UNSURPASSED TOWING AT 5,000 LB"

BONUS CASH

4
'

4.r1 ti,i;inced Throtigh (Thry,,ler Financial.(6)

2007 JEEP COMMANDER LIMITED

•3-ROW FOLD-FLAT STADIUM SEATING
*STANDARD ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM
*AVAILABLE PARKVIEW REAR BACK-UP CAMERA''

2007 JEER GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED

• BEST-IN-CLASS 4x4 CAPABILITY(3)
•5-STAR GOVERNMENT CRASH TEST RATING(4)
'STANDARD ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM
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JEEP.COWLOCALDEALERS

mem sr

1-800-925-JEEP
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No deductible. Not available on SRI diesel engries and
Program Isatercas goy)(5U,dealer for a copy of the landed warranty and details. Non-Transferable.
trademarks of Chrysler LLC.
certain fleet vehicles 16)Anancing for well qualified buyers Not al buyers will qualify Jeep and ParkView are registered
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